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SENATOR BARRY KEENE, CHAIRMAN: We have one, two, three, four, five, six, seven
witnesses as Indian representatives who will testify first. We've reserved an hour for that, and I would
ask that you all come forward at this time and take your positions at the witness table so that we can
get started: Barbara Risling, Dale Risling, Vernon Johnson, Denis Turner, Robert McDowell, Ron Fohz
-- Barbara did I say that right? -- and George Foreman, former heavyweight champion of the world.
Oh-oh, Barbara ducked out. OK, are you going to kick off the testimony? OK. We need to roll; we're
going to hear from a special friend of mine now, Barbara Risling.

Why don't you identify yourself

further for the record, Ms. Risling.
MS. BARBARA RISLING:

Mr. Chairman and members, my name is Barbara Risling; and I'm a

member of the Hoopa Valley Tribe in Northern California. I've been asked to give a brief background
on Public Law 83-280 and the need for additional law enforcement on Indian land.
In 1951, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs submitted a proposed bill to the Indians of California
for their comment.

This proposed bill would transfer federal jurisdiction over civil and criminal

matters on reservations to any state which requested it. It did not, however, solicit the input of tribes
affected. In 19 52 special meetings were held for tribes to discuss the law and order bills. The tribal
representatives felt that by transferring their law enforcement responsibilities to the state, the
federal government would be terminating a special government-to-government relationship shared by
tribes and the federal government.

Tribal councils opposed the bills and submitted letters and

telegrams to the House Judiciary Committee chairman informing him of their opposition. Irrespective
of California tribal opposition in 1953, Public Law 83-280 was enacted.

California, along with four

other states, became known as Public Law 280 states. The other states were Minnesota, Nebraska,
Oregon, and Wisconsin; Alaska was later added to the list.
Not only were the tribes forced to accept the legislation they were adamantly opposed to, but
they found themselves burdened with the problem of the state's interpretation of Public Law 280
versus their own interpretation.

The Department of Justice for the State of California in a letter

dated February 28, 1975 and reconfirmed by that office in 1980 stated that "Both state and local
enforcement agencies possess exclusive authority over criminal matters on Indian lands."

It is the

Indian communities' interpretation and it is also contained in the opinion dated November 14, 1978
from the office of a solicitor that the federal government did indeed transfer their jurisdiction over
Indian country to the applicable states. However, since the only jurisdiction which the United States
has is concurrent with the tribe, that part of its concurrent jurisdiction is all that it could transfer to
the states.

It could not transfer more than what it had; and that is, it could not transfer tribal

jurisdictions to the states.
As you can see the issue of jurisdiction is complex and one that continues to be argued in court.
We do not wish to argue that issue here today.

Our concern is immediate relief for our law

enforcement concerns.
Now, there are currently 103 federally recognized tribes located on more than 550,000 acres
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SENATOR PRESLEY: Is the problem based on the fact, I guess, that Indian reservations do not
pay local taxes?
MS. RISLING: Well, I think that---! can't say that that's a problem. That may be what some of
the law enforcement or further testimony from other people may bring forth. OK?
SENATOR KEENE: OK, thank you. The clock is running again.
MR. RISLING: My name is Dale Risling. I'm a member of the Hoopa Valley Business Council.
rve been authorized by the Council to present this testimony on their behalf today.
The Hoopa Valley Indian Reservation is located in Humboldt County along the lower twelve miles
of the Trinity River. The reservation is the largest of approximately 100 reservations and rancherias
in California.

It contains nearly 90,000 acres, most of which is mountainous and is covered with

Douglas fir timber and other hardwood species. The tribal government operates under the authority of
a constitution adopted by the tribe in 1952 and has a membership of 1723. Its jurisdiction lies within
the 90,000 acres immediately surrounding the Hoopa Valley.
Prior to 1953, when Public Law 280 was passed in California, criminal jurisdiction rested with
the U.S. Department of Interior. This authority was delegated to the Bureau of Indian Affairs upon the
passage of the Major Crimes Act of 1886. Up until 19 53, the Bureau of Indian Affairs managed the
"Indian police" on the Hoopa Reservation and the Indian jail. With the passage of Public Law 280, the
federal government surrendered all of its criminal and major portions of its civil jurisdiction to the
state. Civil matters such as contract disputes, consumer affairs, divorce, and landlord/tenant issues
rest with the state. Civil matters such as a regulatory land-use, the power to tax, and zoning codes
rest with the tribes. With the passage of the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, which amended Public
Law 280, concurrent law enforcement jurisdiction exists with the State of California, the Hoopa Valley
Business Council, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
With the passage of Public Law 280 in 1953, the Hoopa Tribe, like other Public Law 280 tribes,
has had its share of bad experiences with state and county law enforcement.

Much of these

experiences resulted from the ambiguous language in Public Law 280. There is confusion on how far
state law enforcement officials may go into federal Indian land on search and seizure and other
criminal matters.

This confusion often serves as an excuse for law enforcement to stay away from

Indian land.
Tribal members often charge that there's a double standard of law enforcement at Hoopa and in
the surrounding Indian communities. It is often stated that if an Indian is murdered there is very little
investigation, but if a white man is murdered, then justice prevails. Since 1948 there have been 22
Indians murdered in the Hoopa area. Only one was convicted and a total of 18 months in jail have been
served for these killings, according to information gathered by local citizens.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs enforces Indian fishing regulations on the Lower Trinity and
Klamath Rivers. Specific codes of offenses include gill net fishing without proper gear or license or on
fishery closure dates. During the summer and fall months when the fishery is active, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs has on staff as many as seven law enforcement personnel patrolling the rivers. A Court
of Indian Offenses is located in the Hoopa and at the town of Klamath.
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lack of a government on the extension portion of a reservation for responsible management has further
confused the overall situation. A group of 3800 individuals have been awarded limited claims to the
revenue of the timber resources on the reservation, but the federal government has expanded this
narrow court decision to give these individual rights that were never granted by the courts. This case
has tied up $53 million in revenues from the timber resources, which is being held in an escrow fund.
The Hoopa Tribe is now trying to resolve these management and jurisdictional problems in the
U.S. Congress since the courts which have caused the problems do not have the jurisdiction to solve
them.

Once the problem is taken care of, the Hoopa Tribe can fully implement its goals in law

enforcement on the reservation.
I would like to present the following recommendations:
1.

The State of California enter into a joint funding agreement with the Bureau of Indian Affairs in
the development of programs that will raise the level of law enforcement on California Indian
reservations to at least the same level enjoyed by other citizens of California.

2.

The State of California support tribes in reversing the Bureau of Indian Affairs policy of not
providing law enforcement funds to Public Law 280 tribes. And I'd like emphasize that this is a
policy.

3.

The State Legislature appropriate funds to assist model law enforcement programs on Indian
reservations that have the potential of providing efficient and cost effective law enforcement.

4.

The State Legislature assure California tribes that they will consult with tribal leadership on any

5.

proposal relating to tribal jurisdiction.
The State Legislature express its recognition and support of tribal law and jurisdiction and affirm
its commitment to protect these sovereign rights.

6.

The State Legislature encourage the U.S. Congress to initiate legislation that will untangle the
many management and jurisdictional obstacles that have been created by the Jessie Short case,
on the Hoopa reservation, and support such legislation. Such legislation would remove a major
obstacle to tribal governance and tribal participation in law enforcement by the Hoopa Valley
Tribe.
The Hoopa Valley Tribe is committed to working with the state and federal law enforcement

agencies on a government-to-government basis, to create a safe and secure environment for the
citizens of our community. With your cooperation and support, the Hoopa Valley Tribe will continue
its leadership role and continue to serve as an exemplary model for law enforcement on Indian
reservations in California.
Thank you for this opportunity to present our testimony to you today. Thank you.
SENATOR KEENE: Thank you, Mr. Risling. Mr. Johnson, Vernon Johnson.
MR. VERNON JOHNSON: My name is Vernon Johnson, and I want to thank the committee for
allowing me to testify on behalf of my tribal constituency. I am a full-blooded California Indian, of
Pitt River and Paiute descent, was raised traditionally by grandparents who could not read or write. I
have been working in Indian country as a professional for 18 years.
We are gathered here today to provide testimony regarding problems with law and order on
5
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and document that. The unique relationship jurisdiction should be defined because of Public Law 280's
gray area. And there should be one Indian member appointed to the Triple CJ Board. And the funding
should be joint effort. It should be both state and federal. And I'd like for Ed to summarize the rest of
my testimony.
SENATOR KEENE:

I'm sorry, Mr. Tabor, you are not on our schedule. I am prepared to hear

from you at some point, but only if we have time, because there are other people who are agendaed,
so •••
MR. JOHNSON: OK, well, those are my recommendations, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR KEENE: OK, thank you. Mr. Denis Turner.
MR. DENIS TURNER: Yes, committee members, I'd like to first of all thank you and express to
you some appreciation for the committee in their foresight and initiative to address the issue of law
enforcement in the Indian country, especially on Indian reservations in California. This is kind of a
historical event, and it probably should have taken place some 31 years ago when the Bureau of Indian
Affairs turned over law enforcement to the State of California. There should have been a transition in
which the state and the tribes could begin to understand what law enforcement--the new law
enforcement system would be with Indian tribes.
Since 1953 in which Ms. Risling laid out the framework of the problem, that over that period of
time, we've sort of been fostered off as a poor foster child with no place to go except whatever
relationship or communication, coordinating, planning we could do with our county law enforcement
agencies.

To our knowledge there hasn't been any of that; the kind that we have seen at the

reservation has been near riots when the sheriff arrived in our county, destruction of law enforcement
equipment and property because the Indians in our area couldn't understand what the sheriffs are
doing, what they are trying to do to our cultural ceremonies and activities. There has really been no
coordination on that part.
I think there has been a tremendous amount of communication in terms of mistrust between the
counties and law enforcement system in our tribal governments just by, and noticeably by recognizing
that there is no formal planning, organizing, of strengthening our law enforcement systems within the
reservation boundaries and areas. You look at it as Mr. Johnson has just mentioned, the California
Criminal Justice Planning organization, if you look at their last couple years of plans that goes to the
federal block grant programs, there's no language, or Indian language, concerned in those proposals
that directly or indirectly address the serious issue of law enforcement on California Indian
reservations.
I think as it's been mentioned, the lack of a relationship by the county law enforcement agency in
working with tribal governments need to be improved, need to be strengthened so that every Indian
tribal citizenry is given the full civil rights as mandated under our State Constitution and our United
States Constitution. I think the lack of necessary law enforcement funds for tribal governments to
plan and organize and develop on their own is something that we believe the State Legislature needs to
address, as well as this committee.
We do appreciate the time and effort that this committee is putting
7

and hopefully will put

power to command them to be here. I sometimes wish I did.
MR. McDOWELL: Well, our concerns are important too.
SENATOR KEENE: I agree. I agree. And the only thing I can promise you is that the transcript
will be available, it will be reviewed by those interested members,

our staff because they're paid

to review it, and we will come up with a list of ideas emanating from this meeting that may find their
way into legislation or policy changes in California.

Interim hearings, for some reason, are less---

often less interesting to members than some of the more thrilling bills that come before us. Senator
Presley.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Senator, you might point out the quality of the two remaining.
SENATOR KEENE: That's true. (Laughter.) It's not simply a question of numbers as Senator
Presley points out.
MR. McDOWELL:

Members of the Judiciary Committee, my name is Bob McDowell. rm the

business manager-director for the Bishop Indian Reservation. I would like to take this opportunity to
thank the committee for allowing me to provide you and concerns the problems that we're
experiencing in regards to law enforcement.

I'll briefly cover four areas:

One would be the

background; two, of the problems; three, the special problems; and four, some solutions.
The Bishop Indian Reservation is located in the Eastern Sierra mountain range in the eastern part
of California.

The Bishop Indian Reservation is comprised of approximately 877 acres, and the

population there is 1603, which I think is about the second largest tribe in California.

Laws are

regulated by three different organizations: (1) we have the California Highway Patrol, (2) the Bishop
City Police, (3) the Inyo County Sheriffs Departments.
One of the main problems that we're experiencing is lack of response.

And there are some

problems regarding this response which should be addressed by, possibly, maybe the Inyo County
Sheriff's Department or either the Bishop Police Department.

The California Highway Patrol is---

states to the tribe that they're responsible for on the highway -- only on the highway. Bishop Police
are responsible only for the city limits area.

The Inyo Sheriffs Departments do have their

reservations; however, one of the biggest problems that they experience is a lack of manpower. I have
here with me a special guest I'd like to introduce you to; this is Lt. Dennis Vackage of the Inyo County
Sheriff's Department.
Our problems are unique, but I think they can be solved because we do have an Indian person
working with the County Sheriff's Department, which at this point is really interested in some of the
problems and would like to see some change.

I'd like to give you some background on what their

department has been experiencing and some of the problems on their lack of response in the Indian
reservation.
The Sheriff's Department has 35 sworn deputies to man the main jail with an average daily
population of 43 inmates.

They patrol approximately 10,000 square miles in Inyo County.

Bishop's

Sheriff Substation is the largest patrol station and has 5 deputies and 1 sergeant for patrol. This allows
24-hour coverage of one patrol car for the Bishop area. This is minimum coverage and barely adequate
to provide service.
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have at Fort Mojave is the people expect the tribal police to handle their problems, their police
problems, due to the fact that they have a tribal police department, due to the fact that the villages,
one in Arizona and one in California, are located so close together that problems in one village usually
overflow to the other village. When they need police assistance, they call the tribal police; however,
when I attempt to go into California, I realize I'm skirting the law by going over there with a police
vehicle, with red lights and siren, and armed. However, that is part of the reservation, and I've taken
oath to uphold the law on the reservation, so we go over there and we have a good rapport with the
local California authorities; mainly, because my training was in California and I possess a POST
certificate.
What I would like to see possibly happen in the near future is, since my department and all of its
members are professionally trained by the State of Arizona, we're certified in Arizona, and when I
came to Arizona from California, I was able to take a waiver examination to give me full peace
officer powers in Arizona because my training came from California. Well, I expected to be able to
act as a tribal police officer in California since I was trained; however, that's not the situation because
California doesn't recognize any tribal police departments.

But I would like to see as an easy and

possibly a short-term solution to at least our problem is that the California Commission of Peace
Officer Standards and Training be flexible enough to allow Arizona-trained officers to take a waiver
examination in the State of California to give us California-peace-officer status, therefore satisfying
their training requirements and their fear that nonprofessionals will be doing law enforcement in the
State of California. If research was done in the fact of Arizona training, you would see that it is fairly
comparable to Arizona---or, correction, to California.

But the California Commission of Peace

Officer Standards and Training is not flexible. They have no situation or no provision for a waiver to
allow out-of-state peace officers to come into their state and act as peace officers.
Also, we would like POST to recognize our tribal police department if it's warranted.

If our

training musters up to their requirements, which I'm sure it does, there should be provision where our
department could be fully certified in California and take care of the Indian police problems in
California. We have cooperation from the various law enforcement agencies in the area, but it is is
informal.

And as I say, whenever I do into California, or one of my officers go into California that

doesn't have the POST certificate, we're actually walking on a fine line there.

But I think an easy,

quick solution, at least in our case, would be to have the California POST authorities at least take a
look at us and see if we cannot be recognized and certified as peace officers in this state.
SENATOR KEENE: OK, thank you very much, Chief Fohz. Sheriff Presley.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Mr. Chair, a couple of questions just out of, frankly, not knowing. On the
tribal reservations now in California, you can't set up your own police department and be recognized
by the state, I guess.
MR. FOHZ: No, sir, we can't. Not unless there are provisions for the Peace Officer Standards
and Training committee to recognize us and also to recognize our training.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Is that the difficulty?
MR. FOHZ: Yes, sir, that's the difficulty in our situation-- is the POST.
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us

have one jurisdiction in the state that has that problem?

Where you go back and forth between

California and Arizona?
MR. FOHZ: Just one reservation in that situation? As far as I know we're one of the---the only
ones that have tribal lands in three different states.
SENATOR PRESLEY: And have you communicated with POST on
MR. FOHZ:

at all?

No, sir, only indirectly through the chief of police for Needles.

And it was his

information to me that POST wouldn't even consider it without •••
SENATOR PRESLEY: Mr. Chairman, I might suggest that the staff of this committee draft a
letter to POST and have them get their reaction to this kind of a suggestion. Might be able to solve
that one without a lot of work.
SENATOR KEENE: We will do that. We're glad to have it put on the table so that we can get
some reactions to the suggestions. Thank you.
George Foreman is •••
MR. LES MARSTEN: Is this microphone working?
SENATOR KEENE: Yes, it is.
MR. MARSTEN: PH just stand. My name is Les Marsten. I'm here for Mr. Foreman. I'm also an
attorney with California Indian Legal Services.

Since being admitted to practice to the Bar, I've

devoted my practice almost exclusively to the area of federal Indian law.
I think the first thing that the committee should understand is that federal law defines what is
called Indian country as all land within the exterior boundaries of an Indian reservation and any land
that is held in trust by the United States Government whether it be within or outside the boundaries of
an Indian reservation.

Within Indian country, there are three governments that have jurisdiction or

exercise some measure of jurisdiction: tribal governments, which under the law are quasi-sovereign
governmental entities that exercise police powers and sovereign governmental powers not that
dissimilar to the State of California. The State of California which exercise only that jurisdiction
which has been expressly given to it by the Congress of the United States; and here in California,
Congress has acted to give the State of California under Public Law 280 very limited civil and criminal
jurisdiction. And finally, the federal government, which at least the Supreme Court says Congress has
plenary power over Indian affairs, but Congress very seldom ever exercises that plenary power to
alleviate the problems that exist for Indian people within Indian country.

Now these overlapping

jurisdictions, even though we have all these governments that have some measure of jurisdiction, there
still is a vacuum that exists where either the state hasn't been expressly given jurisdiction to act or
the tribe, even though it may have jurisdiction, it doesn't have the financial resources available to it to
act. I mean, it literally takes dollars to put uniforms on the backs of people and train law enforcement
officials into established tribal courts and that type of thing. And most tribes economically don't have
the resources to do that.

As a result of this jurisdictional vacuum that exists, there are specific

problems that exist on the various reservations. And you have to remember you have over 84 Indian
reservations in the State of California, or approximately 84 reservations, and then you have these
various trust allotments that are stuck all over the state which is also Indian country, where there are
13
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Department of Fish and Game and negotiate agreement.

And we did.

We negotiated an interim

agreement. The state Attorney General's office was involved in that negotiation, came in with some
very positive and constructive ideas. The state had some very positive ideas; the tribe had some very
positives. Everyone wanted to solve the problem; everyone is willing to solve the problem. But the
state feels that it doesn't have the authority to enter into an agreement with the tribal government
unless that agreement is ratified by the State Legislature.
One of the proposed solutions to jurisdictional problems within Indian country that I would
recommend to this committee is specific legislation enacted by the State Legislature that would
authorize state agencies and local governments -- that's county and city governments -- to negotiate
and enter into agreements with tribal governments to resolve jurisdictional disputes. For example, if
you had that type of legislation, the Department of Fish and Game could enter into an agreement with
the Round Valley Indian Reservation on regulations governing the taking of fish by tribal members.
Under what situations could state game wardens cite tribal members for violation of those regulations.
You could work out something that would be mutually acceptable to both the state and the tribe.
SENATOR KEENE:

Do we have the---does the state have the authority to do that, given the

U.S. Constitution and its provisions concerning relationships with Indian tribes?
MR. MARSTEN: I think they do. I think that there may be a possibility that those agreements,
if they are hammered out between the tribe and the state, would have to be ratified by the Secretary
of the Interior under a section that's called Section 81 of Title XXV of the United States Code. But
right now, it's very questionable whether there is an existing mechanism for the state itself to be able
to enter into those agreements. And that's the first hurdle that needs to be overcome. Clearly the
tribe can. The only other issue is that may have to be presented to the Secretary for his approval. But
SENATOR KEENE: Well, I guess---I'm not sure what the legislative act would accomplish if the
Department of Fish and Game, for example, enters into negotiations with a particular tribe over
hunting and fishing, for example. What would we accomplish legislatively if we attempt to authorize
them to do that? They feel uncomfortable about about not having authorization from us, but the real
issue is a federal constitutional issue it seems to me which specifies that the Congress and the
President enter into treaties with Indian tribes. I mean, wouldn't it be like us authorizing ••.
MR. MARSTEN: No, no, it's not a treaty with the tribe. The tribe is its own inherent sovereign.
SENATOR KEENE: Yes.
MR. MARSTEN: Or quasi-sovereign. And it clearly has the authority to enter into agreements
with the state and to enter into contractual relationships with businesses and with state agencies.
Those agreements may have to be, under federal law, approved by the Secretary; but clearly I think
the tribe has the authority to do that.
SENATOR KEENE: rm not questioning the authority of the tribe; I'm questioning the authority
of the state.

I mean, if we authorize the Department of Fish and Game to negotiate over fishing

rights with Japan, they wouldn't have the authority to do it anymore than if they did it without that
legislative .••
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Dogcatchers continually go on up to the reservation and they cite tribal members whose dogs don't
have dog licenses, and the county doesn't have any jurisdiction to do that. Or they pick up a dog, an
on the reservation that is in someone's backyard but not tied up. So they come onto the
Indian
reservation, they go onto tribal land, and they pick up a dog and they take it down to the pound. That's
a minor example.
A major example: We had a situation back in 1978 where the game wardens for the Chemehuevi
Indian tribe first began asserting their jurisdiction on the reservation. You have to---the image that
you have to have in your mind are these law enforcement officials.

These are uniformed law

enforcement officials that have been trained at the BIA Police Academy back in Provo, Utah. They
carry badges, they have service revolvers, handcuffs, night stick; they have a--SENATOR PRESLEY: Are these federal---federal people?
MR. MARSTEN: They are tribal law enforcement officials and they're also commissioned by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs as a BIA special officer to enforce the applicable provisions under Title 18.
SENATOR PRESLEY: And you're saying they don't have jurisdiction to do that?
MR. MARSTEN: No, they have jurisdiction to do that. The immediate response of the sheriff's
office in San Bernardino County was to say that if those officers come out and carry guns and try to
issue citations, we're going to arrest them.

We immediately contacted the Solicitor's office and

between myself and the Solicitor's office who set up a meeting and basically we said, look, you do that,
you're going to be interfering with an federal law enforcement official in the lawful performance of
his duties and we'll detail some---a U.S. Marshal out and we'll arrest you.
SENATOR PRESLEY: That does sound like it confuses it because I think what everybody's been
saying here is that the State of California has jurisdiction now. So now, you're injecting the federal
government back into it. So who does have jurisdiction?
MR. MARSTEN: rm saying that jurisdiction is divided between three governmental entities: the
tribe, the federal government, and the state. And the state delegates some of their responsibility to
local governments.
SENATOR PRESLEY: So you have to make a distinction between what jurisdiction the state has
and what the federal government has then. Is that made anywhere? Does anybody know what it is?
MR. MARSTEN: Well, there are various federal statutes; there are various---there are numerous
court decisions that all attempt to define the jurisdictional limits of the state, federal, and tribal
governments.

Unfortunately, they don't do a real good job and they don't give us a real clearcut

picture; and that's why we have

these problems.

SENATOR PRESLEY: It sounds like a mess.
MR. MARSTEN:

think---my recollection is that Justice Stevens described it as a

jurisdictional maze. One last thing--SENATOR PRESLEY: Why didn't he take care of that? (Laughter.)
MR. MARSTEN:

One last thing that I would strongly recommend is that another potential

solution to the problem is, as part of the legislation that I would like to see enacted by the state that
would authorize tribes and states to enter into agreements, would be that through that process the
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documents.

SENATOR KEENE: OK, incidentally, again, we can include matters in the transcript .••
MR. TABOR: Yeah, that's true.
SENATOR KEENE:

••• if you'd like and maybe you'd rather just summarize the documents or

mention some other points. We will incorporate them into the record. If you will identify them for
the staff, we'll incorporate them into the record under your testimony.
MR. TABOR: OK, well then, there's no need for me--yeah, you could go on and listen to the
rest of the testimony and I'll do that.
SENATOR KEENE: OK, we'll take Mr. Tabor's documents-- the sergeant will bring them up to
the staff -and we'll see that they're incorporated into the record under your testimony. It will read
that you've requested that they be entered into the record.
Mr. Vackage, did you have anything? OK, let's see, I don't---you are---?
LT. PAT HARRINGTON: Lt. Pat Harrington with the Highway Patrol.
SENATOR KEENE: With the Highway Patrol. OK, we're about to get to you. Let's see, we've
got Mr.---we'll have to have another set of witnesses at this point. Yes.
MR. VACKAGE:

Yes, Mr. Chairman, I guess I would like, if we do have a few minutes left,

maybe make a brief summary statement on the issues that were framed and explained here.
SENATOR KEENE: OK.
MR. VACKAGE: And I think that you definitely see a need for law enforcement and also that
there is a need for funds to create the various kinds of programs that have been described here by my
fellow testifiers. And I think that it is in order, as you've just mentioned, to get back to the Indian
constituents of California and to continue this hearing so that we have, for once, an Indian perspective
on the problem, because the presenters today, I think, were outnumbered by non-Indian testifiers. But
nonetheless, due to our limited resources, we are here and that's certainly the priorities of our
communities. So thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SENATOR KEENE: OK, appreciate hearing from you. Thank you very much.
Now we hear from some of the other witnesses, and we'll need to make room for them at the
table. Let me ask that all of the remaining witnesses come forward including Mr. Babby, Mr. Masten,
Sheriff Duffy, Sheriff Shea, Lt. Morris, Lt. Harrington. We have Duane Johnston, Rudolf Corona, Al
Howenstein, Fran Miller.
Sheriff Duffy, I'd like to take you first because I know you have a transportation problem. Some
of the others have also expressed that kind of problem, which was why I wasn't able to you earlier, and
I apologize for it. It's nice of you to stay around.
SHERIFF JOHN DUFFY:

Thank you, Senator. I've already missed one plane, but maybe I can

catch the next one.
SENATOR KEENE: OK, we hope so.
SHERIFF DUFFY: Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I'm the elected sheriff of San
Diego County, now serving my fourth term.

I've had 32 years as a member of that organization,

working at every level including working in

back country where most of our Indian reservations are

located.
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County.

our Rural Law Enforcement

Division.

It's headquartered in the mountains in the community of Julian.

It includes also some

smaller substations and resident offices in other communities. It's this division that is in contact with
most of the Indian reservations.

The deputies assigned to this division live and work in or near the

they serve; and they're specially selected because of their experience levels, their
their human relations skills. Additionally, these deputies -- I might add also that law
enforcement in that back country is very, very personal. The resident deputies know everyone in the
communities, both on Indian reservations and other communities.

These deputies in the Rural Law

Enforcement Division also receive support from the major Sheriff's stations in the County when it's
needed and they receive specialized support which serves all the areas of the County from specialized
units. These include Homicide, Fraud, Arson/Explosives, Narcotics, Vice, Criminal Intelligence, Crime
Lab, Helicopter Support, Search and Rescue, Juvenile Services, a modern Communications Center with
a full 9-1-l emergency service response, just to name a few.

We even operate our own ambulance

program in the Rural Law Enforcement Division which serves most of our reservations.
There is no difference in response time, or response mode, on or off an Indian reservation in San
Diego County, from the adjacent communities which are served by my stations, substations, or
resident offices. Although we have made a strong effort at considerable cost to improve our service
to some of the more isolated reservations and communities, there remains some hesitancy on the part
of some tribal members to contact the Sheriff's Department and report criminal activity. Because of
the close association of neighbors and even family on these reservations, the potential for retaliation
or intimidation or at least discomfort is quite high. However, we experience the same hesitancy in
residents of the more rural communities to report criminal activity if committed by their friends of
their family. Even though this sort of hesitancy appears to be generated by close proximity or family
relationships on some reservations, our reception could be described fairly as "passive acceptance"
rather than "active assistance."

It certainly could not be described fairly as "neglectful" or

"discriminatory." The Indians on our 19 reservations receive the same law enforcement response as
non-Indians in surrounding communities.
And I, frankly, see no overall---overlapping jurisdictional problems between agencies in San
Diego County because there's only one agency that provides the law enforcement services to all of our
reservations.

I have no problem with some form of coordinated statewide approach which has been

suggested here by previous speakers and I am sure will be addressed by subsequent speakers. I would
be personally glad to assist any effort that might be undertaken although I believe that we're not
experiencing the same problems that apparently exist in other counties.
There is one other aspect of law enforcement, however, that is of paramount concern on the
reservations in San Diego County and in other counties of this state and indeed in several other states.
SENATOR KEENE:

Sheriff Duffy, we will take all of that testimony concerning the gambling

and the bingo, in particular, into the record verbatim as part of your testimony. If you'd like to rather
summarize to save some time.
SHERIFF DUFFY: OK, let me just then summarize it, because the remainder of it really deals
with what I view as a major problem that needs to be addressed somehow by the State Legislature. In
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PRESLEY:

murder, everything?
SHERIFF DUFFY:

a malicious mischief to a

SENATOR PRESLEY:

How about traffic?

Does the Highway Patrol handle traffic in these

reservations? On a patrol basis, response or both?
LT. HARRINGTON: On a regular patrol basis, usually.
SENATOR PRESLEY: So I guess what both of you are saying is at least in San Diego County, the
response, the investigation, the arrest, the clearance rates, crime rates, everything is pretty much on
a par with other incorporated---like incorporated areas of the county?
SHERIFF DUFFY: Like communities, yes.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Yeah.
SHERIFF DUFFY:

I might add that, you know, some of our rural communities, for example,

there's a community on the top of Palomar Mountain, which has about, maybe, oh, five or six hundred
people who permanently reside there. That's further for our patrol units to get to than about three
reservations are located and served from our Valley Center substation. So in some cases, it probably--you could make the case that the Indian reservation has better access to law enforcement services
than some of the other more rural or remote communities.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Is this jurisdiction problem that you heard described, is that a problem in
your county?
SHERIFF DUFFY: No, sir, we've never experienced a problem. We, at one time, had a sort of a-we called it an Indian deputy program, under some sort of federal funding in which these deputies,
they were called deputies, they weren't really deputies, but they were the link between the residents
of the Indian reservation and the deputies. It went on without--it didn't seem to improve anything or
it didn't harm anything.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Is that kind of what's called a special deputy program? Is that what you
meant? That's not the same thing?
SHERIFF DUFFY: No, sir. As you said earlier, I think, to another witness, as the sheriff, I don't
want to deputize anyone as my personal agent because of the legal responsibility who I can't control
their activities.

And I don't do that.

We don't make special deputies, for example, with rare

exceptions like in the Narcotics Task Force where I deputized for limited purposes San Diego police
officers and federal drug agents •••
SENATOR PRESLEY: Do you have reserve deputies in your county? Reserve deputies, do you
have those in your county?
SHERIFF DUFFY: Yes, sir.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Do they work on this reservation?
SHERIFF DUFFY: In some cases they do.
SENATOR PRESLEY: But they're under your control?
SHERIFF DUFFY: Yes, sir.
SENATOR PRESLEY:
state.

It sounds like, Mr. Chairman, this may be a spotty problem around the

Maybe it's not a problem everywhere.

We might have Senator---Senator Duffy---may have

Sheriff Duffy travel around the state and give some instruction to all the other counties •••
SHERIFF DUFFY: Well, I think that some our Native Indian---American Indian employees came
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SENATOR
MR. MARSTEN: ••• answer your

on

I'm not quite

SENATOR PRESLEY: We've got the expert here.
MR. MARSTEN: In terms of the property taxes, if an Indian's land is held in trust by the United
States Government, it is not taxable by the county. If the Indian owns his land on the reservation, in
fee it is taxable by the county. And property taxes are collected from Indians in that capacity.
In terms of your sales tax, your sales, your use, your cigarette taxes, right now the present status
of the law is that on sales that are made on an Indian reservation to non-Indians, that that's a taxable
transaction by the state. On sales that are made to Indians on their reservation, that is not a taxable
transaction by the state. If the Indians go off the reservation and they buy goods, those are taxable
transactions.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Sounds like that's about as confusing as the other part we were talking
about.
MR. MARSTEN: It is. It gets very confusing. And to make it even more confusing is there are
some situations where even when the Indian sells goods to a non-Indian on the reservation, in certain
situations where it would constitute an interference of tribal self-government, whatever that is, then
even those types of transactions are not taxable. Now, are you totally confused?
SENATOR PRESLEY: Uh-huh.
SHERIFF DUFFY: I guess the short answer, Senator, is that the Indians don't really pay the same
taxes that other citizens in the county pay.

They don't pay any special taxes; there are no special

taxes for reservations.
SENATOR PRESLEY: That's what I sort of suspected, and that's why I was wondering how you
get the support in your county to give that same level of service that you give to everyone else when I
think that they would not pay quite as much, because you give some exceptions to things that they do
not pay taxes on.
MR. MARSTEN: Let me just say this, that even though that these laws exist that exempt Indians
from state taxation, the majority of Indians pay the same level of taxes that non-Indians do because •••
SENATOR PRESLEY: Except that those people that are exempt, like if you sell something •••
MR. MARSTEN: Well, simply because with respect to sales use and those types of taxes that are
placed on commodities, there's just not---you can go out to most of the reservations throughout the
state and there's just no stores that are available for the Indians to purchase ••• but off the reservation.
SENATOR PRESLEY:

You're saying it's not enough of a difference to amount to anything, is

that what you're saying?
MR. MARSTEN: Yes.
SENATOR PRESLEY: OK.
SENATOR KEENE: Thank you. Anything further, Sheriff Duffy? Sheriff Tim Shea.
SHERIFF TIM SHEA: Thank you, Senator.
SENATOR KEENE: Mendocino County.
SHERIFF SHEA:

rm the sheriff-coroner of Mendocino County.

And I'm just going to make a

very brief, informal presentation. Thank you. How is that now for the sound?
I want to talk just briefly about my perception of the criminal justice problems on reservations,
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I assume and

have always assumed that it's the same as it is anywhere in the county. I treat everybody of equal
importance.

The only thing that causes the confusion is primarily these county codes and also

confusion among the Indian people as to what deputies can and cannot do. I suspect most of us don't
really know.
In closing, I would just like to say that there is a need to develop a coordinated approach to law
enforcement on Indian lands so that we'll have adequate law enforcement, so we'll have some crime
prevention and youth programs, so that we have some law orientation programs so that people living on
those reservations have no doubt what the law is.

Law enforcement needs to know the difference

between reservations and rancherias and other things regarding these areas. We need to know who's in
charge of a particular reservation or rancheria, and we need to know what laws are or are not
enforceable. Quite frankly, small counties such as Mendocino and Humboldt, Tulare, Lake County, the
small rural counties of the state just don't have the resources to provide these kinds of services or to
even develop any kind of an approach. I think if anything's going to be done, it's going to have to be
spearheaded by the state or federal government or possibly both.
That's all I have to say, Senator. Thank you very much.
SENATOR KEENE: Let me just put a question to you. You and Sheriff Duffy have talked about
things like resource problems that are typical of service to rural areas; you've talked about
informational problems; you've talked about jurisdictional questions that are unresolved; even if you
had a good flow of information, we don't where the lines are; are there also problems of discrimination
in your judgment?
SHERIFF SHEA: Oh, I'm sure that that comes up from time to time. There has been none that
have personally come to my attention since I have been in office which has been two years now. I've
heard these kinds of things over the years; whether or not there have been, I don't know personally. In
the two years that I've been in office, nobody has personally come to me and claimed any kind of
discrimination by my deputies since I've been in office.
SENATOR KEENE: OK, thank you. Any other questions of the witnesses so far?
Lt. Richard Morris is here? He's not here?
SHERIFF SHEA: I believe he is from Tulare County.
SENATOR KEENE: That's why I was calling on him now.
SHERIFF SHEA: Talking to Sheriff Wiley yesterday, Senator, he explained that neither he nor
Lt. Morris would be here today.
SENATOR KEENE:

Oh, OK, thank you.

rm trying to select people from distant places first.

Leonard Masten.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _: Mr. Masten is not here today.
SENATOR KEENE: He's not here. OK, anybody else from outside the immediate area?

OK,

then let's go to Maurice Babby. Mr. Babby.
MR. MAURICE BABBY:

Senator Keene, I appreciate the opportunity to provide some

information to the committee regarding law enforcement problems arising on Indian reservations and
rancherias in California.
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so on.

This confusion at different times

improves---or, I should say, the understanding improves when there seems to be more information
available and a better relationship and a communications process between local deputies and Indian
leaders on reservations or rancherias.

When that relationship exists, the leaders on the

rancheria/reservation tend to assume more responsibility in handling the relationship between the
individuals and the enforcement officials.
The fourth relates, again, to just a general lack of understanding of the role of the federal
government. We see this not just in enforcement officials, in local sheriffs, but certainly among Indian
people as well. There is an expectation that very often the federal government still has an overriding
jurisdiction that can oversee the handling of the criminal jurisdiction and, generally, that expectation,
of course, we are unable to deal with except to try to find out as much information as we can about
the situation and look into the matter through the local enforcement offices and attempt to assure
that in fact there is better understanding of what's going on. And moreover, our interest here is to try
to protect and assure that the rights of Indian people are being protected by local enforcement and
prosecution situations.
We do look to local sheriffs' offices to exercise their jurisdiction. Certainly Indian people and
Indian leaders look to these organizations to do so. And for the most part, our experience is that the
sheriffs' offices do follow through and exercise their responsibilities and do carry them out.

Very

often, again a misunderstanding between timing, between coverage, between ability to investigate, and
ability to obtain information, evidence, and to follow through on prosecutions. These are all problem
areas.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs since, however, the passage of Public Law 280, as a budgetary
policy matter, has not been able to provide funding for law enforcement activities in California. Prior
to Public Law 280, as I indicated, there was very little in the way of funds and resources. With the
passage of Public Law 280, we have not been able to provide funds here in California.
Dale Risling from the Hoopa Valley Tribe indicated earlier that the Bureau was providing some
law enforcement funding on the Hoopa Valley Reservation. We are, in fact,---we do have a number of
officers there. Those officers are there only with authority, however, to implement the provisions of
the code of federal regulations related to Indian fishing. And our jurisdiction is not meant to interfere
with the local law enforcement responsibilities at all.
In dealing with the questions that do come before our various offices, however, we don't have law
enforcement specialists in our offices either. By and large when questions come to us, it is usually up
to the Bureau manager at the agency or in the area office to rely on one or more individuals who are
not trained law enforcement officials to look into the matter. For the most part, we are more of an
information gathering organization at this point; and that's about as far as we can go.
We have been very, very encouraged during this last year in terms of the cooperational efforts
that Mr. Corona's office has attempted to put together. We certainly also would agree that there
needs to be more attention to the problem, that there needs to be some kind of a continuing forum to
deal with many of these questions.
In the California Task Force report which was completed last year and submitted to the
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lack of uniformity between the tribes. The situation is best illustrated when you look at the various
law enforcement agencies with jurisdiction on these Indian lands. The local sheriff's departments are
charged with peacekeeping in general, but the Federal Bureau of Investigation can respond to major
crimes committed on the reservations unless they are narcotics related in which case the Drug
Enforcement Administration could investigate.

The California Highway Patrol has the authority to

investigate activities involving stolen vehicles on the reservation. But if the stolen vehicle was loaded
with illegal fish, Fish and Game could not assist in that investigation. Other jurisdictional questions
arise when a violator has been apprehended. A Native American arrested for a public offense would be
tried in the municipal or superior court for the county. If arrested by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or
by the department, they would appear in Federal District Court. But if arrested by the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, they would appear in the Court of Indian Offenses found on some reservations.
The department can assist other agencies with law enforcement problems. Our officers are full
peace officers under California law. We would respond to assist the local sheriff's departments when
requested. We have also enjoyed a good working relationship with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
the National Marine Fishery Service, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs. We have assisted the Bureau at
their request in enforcing laws prohibiting the sale of fish.

We are continuing to do so under our

federal deputization since the McCovey decision was handed down by the State Supreme Court.
Regarding problems specific to the Department of Fish and Game, Public Law 280, described
earlier, which granted criminal jurisdiction to the state for criminal matters, exempted federally
recognized fishing and hunting rights.

Most of these hunting and fishing rights are not expressly

granted -- for example, there are no treaties in California -- and subject to court interpretation.
Thus, some uncertainly remain which has to be resolved on a case-by-case basis.

Traditional Indian

hunting and fishing can conflict with state laws regulating those activities.
The question which most concerns Fish and Game is how do we preserve the Native Americans'
traditional right to hunt and fish and still protect the precious natural resources that are so important
to all of us. Our basic responsibility is to protect the fish and wildlife resources of California. Section
12300 of the Fish and Game Code exempts enrolled California Indians from certain provisions of the
Fish and Game Code except those dealing with the sale of fish.

This section is the reason the

department does not enforce certain fish and wildlife laws on reservations and rancherias when
federally recognized fishing and hunting rights exist. On these reservations, lack of enforcement in
the natural resources area also results from the fact that federal officers are few and far between. It
should be noted that the major problems in this area are the result of the illegal activity of a small
minority of the people on the reservations and rancherias.

Many leaders of the Indian community

recognize the need for wise use of the resources. When you look at the whole picture, departmental
relationships with the various Indian groups in California have been primarily positive. As an example,
we have worked with the Native Americans on the Round Valley Indian Reservation to provide for
traditional methods of fishing in the Eel River system. We have developed an interim agreement to
cover this fishery and we are currently developing legislation to allow for a permanent agreement on
the subject.
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And then finally, Barona and Sycuan, we don't really get too much involved in that. I understand
there are some bingo parlors on the Indian land. A lot of traffic traverses onto the reservation over
our jurisdictional area.

However, the relationships with the Indians on those two reservations are

excellent.
So, all in all, insofar as the California Highway Patrol is concerned, we have no big jurisdictional
problems. As far as I know, the coordination, the communication with allied agencies is excellent,
both at the state and federal level.
Thank you for the opportunity, Senator.
SENATOR PRESLEY: I guess, it must be clear in the law as opposed to the Department of Fish
and Game on hunting and fishing that---it's very clear, I guess, that you have jurisdiction for traffic
control, so there's no confusion.
LT. HARRINGTON: Yes, that does make it simple. Some of the other allied agencies may have
some jurisdictional problems because they are working a multitude of various welfare institutions -Health and Safety, Penal Code, other agencies where there's even more room for interpretation of
jurisdictional matters.
SENATOR PRESLEY: OK, let's do something about those patrolmen getting lost. (Laughter.)
LT. HARRINGTON: Yes, sir.
SENATOR PRESLEY: Let's see, Mr. Corona, Attorney General's office.
MR. RUDOLF CORONA, JR.: If I may •••
SENATOR PRESLEY: OK, sure.
MR. CORONA: Thank you. I'm a criminal prosecutor with the Attorney General's office in the
criminal division, and I have worked in this area for ten years and am the acknowledged departmental
expert on Indian law, particularly in the criminal field.
I would like to attempt the Herculean task of making the jurisdictional issue clear to everyone
here. Essentially, the Congress, under the Constituion, was empowered exclusively to deal with the
tribes, and that was under Article 1, Section 8, Clause 3. And in an early case from the United States
Supreme Court, Worcester v. Georgia, the court said that the Indian nations were sovereign nations
within whose boundaries state laws could not penetrate.
rendered in 1832, much has changed.

However, since that decision which was

In fact, the State of California presently maintains exclusive

criminal jurisdiction over all Indian lands in the state.

And that was done in 1953, as you've heard

several times, when Public Law 280 was enacted. That's 18 U.S.C. Section 1162.
SENATOR PRESLEY: OK, if you will, tell us what you mean by exclusive jurisdiction now. Does
that mean we shouldn't have this confusion that we have, or we should?
MR. CORONA: Much of this confusion should not exist. Sir, that statute, that federal statute,
in emphatic terms, grants to the State of California and five other enumerated states complete and
exclusive jurisdiction over all criminal offenses committed on Indian lands; that is, the State of
California is empowered to enforce all of its criminal laws on Indian lands just to the same extent that
the state is able to enforce its laws on any other part of the state.
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MR. CORONA: Yes, and I have on that issued formal opinions for our office on this area. Sir, a
lot of confusion does remain. And in October of this year, the Attorney General sent a letter to all
sheriffs in whose counties reservations existed indicating that this assistance was available and
informed the sheriffs that if they had questions concerning jurisdiction over any lands to contact us.
But in that vein, I have, as I've indicated, gone to the reservations to attempt to increase the level of
police protection on the reservations and on that point, I urge this committee to realize that in fact
the tribes in many instances are getting a dangerously insufficient level of police protection. And the
reasons for that are many, and they really cannot be laid at the feet of any single entity.
In 1953 when the Congress gave this most important obligation to the State of California, and
again, the State of California accepted it, the federal government did not give a single cent to carry it
out. The assumption, clearly, by the federal government was that sufficient police resources already
existed within the counties to handle the problem. Yet, Indian reservations by their very nature are
extremely isolated from the major population centers of the counties.

Because of that, response

times, as you've heard, are necessarily long.
In 1975 I was asked the seminal question by the sheriff of Riverside County as to whether or not
he could enter onto any reservations without permission to uphold the law of the State of California;
and if he did so, would his officers be protected by the Penal Code as opposed to the provisions which
protect officers in the course of their duties. The answer to that question was yes; yes as to both.
And I also concluded that not only may the sheriff go onto the reservation to uphold laws of the state,
but he had the obligation to do so. He had the obligation to provide the attendant police protection
that was required.

That opinion has always been raised when I've spoken to Indian groups. They've

said, "You have concluded that they have the obligation, they have not met the level; therefore, why
can't you force them?" Well, the answer to that is that every citizen is only entitled to that level of
police protection which the local political entity can afford. And again, this boils down to money, as
has been pointed out by virtue of a decision rendered by the United States Supreme Court in Bryan v.
Itasca County, county lands are not taxable---1 mean, Indian lands are not taxable to the counties.
Therefore, the sheriffs of the many - I speak primarily of the Northern California counties, such as
Mendocino; well, Mendocino is a good example of a county which has this heavy obligation with a
minimal budget to meet it.
Mr. Vernon Johnson earlier today referred to a brutal murder which had occurred at the Fort
Bidwell reservation. We did respond to the Fort Bidwell Tribe's request for help. In fact, by letter to
the Attorney General on May 23, the Attorney General personally asked me to look into the situation
up there and to report back. I reported back by way of memo on May 23 of '84 and immediately, with
his approval, set up to try to cure the problem. The situation is this: Modoc County covers a very
large space, geographic area.

The sheriff of Modoc County, Sheriff Sweet, has to cover that area

seven deputies. The night I stayed---the night preceding the town meeting which we were convening
at the reservation, I stayed in Alturas, the county seat.

The county seat, Alturas, is one mile in---

basically one mile in circumference. That town has six officers to patrol it; yet Sheriff Sweet has only
seven deputies to patrol the entire county. The reservation is some seventy miles
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And the sheriff and I had a blunt discussion about that, and those officers will be reassigned. But what
we've done here, what I did there is---I've done, as I've said countless times, this bandied approach
cannot and should not continue.
SENATOR PRESLEY: What---if the jurisdiction thing is not all that difficult, it sounds like a lot
of it's education, and maybe some jurisdiction needs to be clarified as far as Fish and Game, but I think
that's a difficult thing because of that---what was it? a treaty that said they could--MR. JOHNSTON: Public Law 280 exempted •••
SENATOR PRESLEY: ••• whatever they---either authority to fish and hunt as long as they don't
sell. That may be a difficult one to overcome. The other question you raised, and others, about the
level of service to the reservations by the sheriff's departments, that's within the hands of the boards
of supervisors of those given counties and the sheriff, of course.
What would you recommend to this committee? Is there anything that we can do to essentially
clarifying the law or---?
MR. CORONA: Senator, Senators, monies need to be apportioned for this specific problem. The
counties in Northern California counties primarily, particularly, are incredibly strapped for law
enforcement dollars; and this is a specialized need. We're not talking about simply adding men. We're
talking about having substations geographically where they can be---placed geographically where they
can be of use, where they can be of benefit to the tribes.
There have been innovative programs that my office has undertaken to try to meet these
situations.

And I'd like to introduce this committee to one of the programs that has been

phenomenally successfully; and that is, that in 1979 and 1980 the County of Imperial had asked our
office to assist them in negotiations with the Quichan Tribe over their attempts to increase law
enforcement on the reservation. After several meetings, we learned that the board of supervisors, the
district attorney, and the sheriff all agreed that a greater police presence was necessary on the
Quichan reservation.

However, again, it was oftentimes up to two hours response time to get an

officer out there. In addition, the tribe had agricultural assets which were being vandalized and they
suffered additional problems since they're on the border of the Colorado River, suffered several
problems of people coming and squatting on their lands during wintertime-- they call them snowbirds.
And so they would cause serious health problems.

The sheriff was entirely sympathetic as was the

county to the tribe's needs. They admitted that the level of protection was woefully lacking, but they
had no monies with which to meet that need. Because the Quichan Tribe had resources, had money,
and as a matter of fact, had a security force, as I've indicated, in this state, Public Law 280 state, the
tribe does not have any criminal jurisdiction. Therefore, those officers had no more authority than any
citizen making a citizen's arrest would have. And more importantly, the tribe has no jurisdiction or
ability to punish or arrest non-Indians under, as I said, Supreme Court decisions as well.

So in that

instance what I suggested was a contract between the county and the tribe for the police services. As
I explained, all of us through our property taxes pay for the level of police protection that we receive.
And so we did carry through with that program. And what occurred was, the way it was constructed
was that in exchange for their bearing the cost of the training and salaries of deputies, the tribe
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the tribes have experienced has led, I feel, I believe, to a feeling by them of abandonment. They need
to be brought into this system. They need to be made an integral part of solving this problem.
And so I would leave it to you, and I have submitted my written presentation, which again covers,
I think, much of the material that's needed for this honorable body to reach some sound solutions.
Thank you.
SENATOR PRESLEY:

Are you suggesting---did you suggest a statewide commission on law

enforcement matters pertaining to Indian reservations? Is that what you're saying?
MR. CORONA: Yes, sir.
SENATOR PRESLEY: To coordinate all the reservations and •••
MR. CORONA: Yes, and I would •••
SENATOR PRESLEY: ••• levels of service and that sort of thing?
MR. CORONA: Yes, and I believe that as I envision it that it would be staffed by the Attorney
General's office and overseen by it.

Selections would be made to the commission based on the

expertise of the individuals in the Indian community and, of course, in the various sheriffs' law
enforcement representatives who are knowledgeable of the problem. And their function would be to
look at each reservation and to tailor a program that would effectuate increased law enforcement.
SENATOR PRESLEY: It might be a very effective thing to do because it would coordinate a lot
of these problems; for example, when you're talking about they need more money, well, and I know the
problem Mr. Duffy and others face, you've got to give a general level of service that's the same pretty
much all over the county and you've always got different communities coming in saying, "We're not
getting enough, we want more." So that's a constant battle I think they fight.

So this might help

there, but when you get down to the level of servicing and money, that becomes to a large extent
priorities established within the county by the board of supervisors as to how they're going to expend
the resources or money that they do have. It depends on whether or not they view it as one of the top
priorities. I think most counties do, but some may not.
MR. CORONA:

Well, sir, rd like to respond by pointing out that the most relative priority in

terms of allotting law enforcement dollars to any sheriff certainly should be to protect the largest
number of citizens within his county. And that poses, again, one of the very special problems that we
have here. Since the major population centers are located far from the Indian community, it would be
difficult for a sheriff to substantiate giving up, say, 50 percent of the deputies he has and to locate
them in the mountainous communities when he has several thousand people concentrated in an urban
area. That would just be irresponsible. So he has to put his officers where the population primarily is.
And I again want to emphasize the special problems that are present on Indian reservations. It is
a fact, and I know the tribes will object to me saying this, but it is a fact that oftentimes the Indian
people do not cooperate enough with the local law enforcement agencies. And the reason for that is
this:

Again, when you have a population which has lived together for so long in such an isolated

situation, intermarrying, interfamilial friendships form such that to arrest anyone hurts practically
everyone in the tribe.

In addition, you have people who can enforce their will through intimidation
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well as to continue to examining what the Office of Criminal Justice Planning is doing in serving its
legislative mandates both with the federal program as well as the other state programs that have been
allocated to us. Each one of those have their own state guidelines and requirements. We administer
those in direct concert and response to the intent of the Legislature.
SENATOR PRESLEY: OK. All right, thank you. Fran Miller, is she here? Youth Authority? If
not, I guess that concludes the witnesses.
I have a note that the earlier representatives who testified would like an opportunity to respond
to statements made. I'd like to be able to do that except we just are way overrunning--we've run out
of time. And what I'd like to suggest to you is that you may be able to do it even more fully if you just
submit it to us in writing and we will make it a part of the transcript. Do you have something--! see
you shaking your head. If you have to say something, well, come on up, we'll take it real fast. But
otherwise, I think if you give it to us in writing, it's going to be just as effective.
MR. TABOR:

No, I will.

But just very briefly, first of all, there's an underlining, you know,

problem here and there's been a tremendous lack of confidence and trust in the eyes of the Indian
people for law enforcement.

No. 2, the State of California, although they were given the

responsibility to provide funding and assistance to the reservations, they haven't done so and it's so
well documented for the past twelve years that it's incredible. And the trouble is that we're all put
into a situation where the conditions are so bad that, you know, detrimental, that it creates, you know,
problems between individuals.

And I'm sure that everybody would like to do their best, but what it

comes down to is, first of all, I think it's good that the Attorney General's office wants to do this but
when 280 came into effect, none of the tribes were ever notified.

They didn't know what was

happening; they had no say-so, Number 1. So I really feel that the Indian leadership should have some
say-so, initially speaking, as far as the creation of any kind of a commission so that they're on top of
it, they know what's happening.
The other thing is that the Attorney General's office has interpreted 280---you know, as far as
280 interpretation, the State of California interpreted 280 to mean that the state had exclusive
jurisdiction. But this has been a problem for years and years because how can the federal---if the
federal government had only concurrent jurisdiction to begin with, with the tribes prior to Public Law
280, how could they, when the transfer came under 280, how could the federal government have given
the State of California exclusive jurisdiction when the federal government only had concurrent
jurisdiction to begin with. So there's a real problem. There's a lot of Indian people that question that
interpretation, regardless of which is right or wrong. It's the idea that there is a problem. And since
1975, it's when we first approached the judiciary---the Senate Judiciary, Senator Kennedy when he was
the head of that, as well as other LEAA officials, and nothing really ever happened. We had to put a
lot of pressure at the federal level in order for the State of California to respond.

And our first

programs that were funded by OCJP -- Office of Criminal Justice Planning -- was in 1976 and all those
programs are gone because the State of California relied totally on LEAA funds to fund reservation
programs--or all Indian programs. And with the demise of LEAA, so went the reservation programs.
The other problem is that the State of California since 1972, we've wanted the Triple CJ to put
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MR. TABOR: I entirely agree with you.
SENATOR PRESLEY:

And you will keep in touch with us on what your recommendations are

going to be and if any of it needs to be legislated, we'll see if we can help you.
MR. TABOR: Yes, Senator. Thank you.
SENATOR PRESLEY:

OK, I thank everyone for--it's been a long hearing.

I think it's been

rather exhaustive and thorough and maybe everybody didn't get a chance to say everything they
wanted to say, but if there is anything else you want to say, send us a note in writing and we'll make it
part of the transcript. Thank you.
--ooOoo-
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Testirrony by Edward w. Tabor, Indian Justice Liaison for the California Council
of Tribal Governments, to the California Senate Judiciary Committee concerning
Indian justice problems on California Indian reservations, January 22, 1985.
Mr. Chairrran and Members of the Committee:

Historically, the relations between Indian tribes and the federal government
and local units of government have been confused and often disregarded. This
is particularly true in the area of criminal justice in Public Law 83-280
states. PL 83-280 was enacted in 1953 transferring civil and criminal jurisdiction over Indian reservations to several states including California.
The observations and criticisms I will make are based on my extensive personal experience with the State of California.
By 1973, many Indian reservations and rancherias throughout the State of
California were complaining about the increase in juvenile delinquency, lack
of adequate law enforcement coverage, and overwhelmingly the lack of respect
and sensitivity shCMn by the criminal justice agencies toward the Indian
communities. Additionally, many county probation officers were insensitive
toward Indian people which resulted in completely ineffective probation and
rehabilitative programs.
Because of the magnitude of the problem, we approached the State Office of
Criminal Justice Planning (OCJP) in 1973 to discuss the need for an Indian
Youth Diversion Program. I might add, we first contacted the Bureau of
Indian Affairs but were told the State of California had the responsibility
for funding these kinds of programs because of PL 83-280. When we explained
our needs to OCJP officials, we were told there were no rronies for Indian
programs and at best we would have to compete with all other non-profit
organizations for funding, regardless of the unique relationship that existed
between Indian tribes and government. I explained, California tribes were
outside the BIA Law and Order Division's jurisdiction, and therefore, were
not eligible for funding because of PL 83-280. OCJP officials indicated they
were unaware of PL 83-280 and felt they had no responsibility since the counties
administer criminal justice within the boundaries of reservations.
After writing a multi-county youth diversion proposal, the OCJP told us to go
to the counties for funding. The problem with going to the counties was local
rronies were controlled by local justice agencies and they did not want to fund
Indian programs. Also, the counties had no direct responsibility to Indian
tribes and if we did receive funding from them, they could take it away and we
would be back in the same place.
We decided that since the responsibility was with the State of California,

we should hold out until the State fulfilled their responsibility by funding
our program.
However, we were confronted with two major issues. 1) The State required
a 10% hard cash match and 2) Since we had to compete with all other non-profit corporations, we were not guaranteed of funding. Because of these problems, we contacted the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) since
they also provided funding. Unfortunately, they were unable to assist us because of PL 83-280.
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Mr. Cunningham indicated he 'WOUld like to, but he did not have the rroney.

informed him of the commitment from Dale Wing for a planner position.
the ITCC would return the $75,000 they received for planning.

We
Also

Unfortunately, after we had the $75,000 for planning, the commitment from LEAA
for $20,000 planner position, as well as a commitment from Doug Cunningham,
OCJP turned around and did nothing to get the program started.
So again, we had to contact our congressrren and senators in order to apply pre-

sure on the State. On October 14, 1977, we requested a law Enforcement Assistance Administration inquiry by Senator Cranston in order to find out what the
hold up was, because we were told by OCJP officials that it was the federal
government that was causing the delay in obtaining the $20,000 for the planner
position. We received a response back from Senator Cranston's Office the same
day indicating the problem was at the State level. The State had not yet officially requested the $20,000. We then wrote to Governor Brown, as well as
Senator Cranston, about the problem which resulted in the establishment of the
Indian justice planning component at the State Office of Criminal Justice
Planning in 1978, one and a half years after we first started negotiations
with the OCJP.
The only reason we were able to receive a grant from the LEAA at the federal
level was the result of the relationship that exists between the tribes (reservations) and the federal government. Therefore, the program was strictly for
reservations and not for urban comnunities. Unfortunately, the State had the
responsibility for submitting the proposal for the Indian justice planner position to the LEAA. Barbara Parker, Assistant Director of the OCJP, wrote the ·
following in the first draft project narrative:
"Since the implementation of P.L. 280 in California, the issues
of jurisdiction and for various services on Indian reservations
are of obvious concern. However, Indians living on reservations
comprise only five-percent of California's Indian population.
Therefore, dealing with the criminal justice issues of non-reservation Indians must be an important part of O.C.J.P. (the Office of
Criminal Justice Planning). Indian grant activities and serving
the need of urban Indians, which represent 80 percent of California's
Indian corrmuni ty warrants particular emphasis. "
The initial purpose of the Indian planning component was to develop and implement new programs for reservations, as well as gather statistics which
would be used for substantiating the need for programs.
Instead, they stuck the program under mid-management at the OCJP and turned
it into a writing exercise with the planner working only part-time for a
year because of school.
Not one new reservation program was developed in the three years the program
lasted, with the exception of one reservation which bordered Arizona, and most
importantly, the need for statistics was ignored.
With the demise of LEAA and its funding, we lost our planning program at the
State. The only two service programs which we started in 1976 were shifted
to the Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act for fu1·1ding. Those
A-3
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programs were terminated the following year and there have been no new reservaprograms in California
time. The State
California has refused to fund Indian programs with State money.
In October 1983, I met
Mr. Al Howenstein, Director of the State Office of
Criminal Justice Planning, and Mr. Jim Rowland, Director of the California
Youth Authority, regarding the increasing need for law enforcement and youth
related programs. Both of them stated that Indian reservations could not expect any funding because their respective agencies did not have money.
On August 22, 1984, I attended the State Advisory Group (SAG) meeting in San
the complete understanding that I would be given five or ten
Mateo,
minutes to speak about Indian youth problems and the need for the SAG to
identify those problems and needs in the Annual State Plan. During the
meeting, I was told I would be unable to speak since I was considered a
"lobbyist for an interest group," and it would be inappropriate for me to
speak at this meeting.
Council on Criminal
On August 23, 1984, I met with Mr. Dennis Rose,
law and
problems. Mr. Rose inJustice Liaison, to discuss
not been an area of concern to the
dicated reservation
therefore, were not considered
california Council of
among the priorities.
On October 11, 1984, the
State Juvenile Justice
and Delinquency Prevention
to recommend to the
Director of the California
acknowledge
the recognized justice problems on California Indian reservations. The
Commission also recommended support of the need for the State of California
to seriously commit itself to providing whatever assistance necessary to assure California Indian tribes financial assistance for criminal justice programs.
A memorandum from Jim Rowland to Ronald W. Hayes,
Director, CYA, dated
December 18, 1984, states, "The Senate Judiciary Committee has scheduled a
hearing on the issues of criminal justice jurisdiction on reservations and
rancherias. Mr. Tabor, who represents tt'le
Counci 1 of
Governments, has asked that Fran Miller be
at the hearing concerning his experience in administering funds
programs. I told
Mr. Tabor that Fran could
on the
the
give a
historical perspective as to the Youth
area.
Fran would not be able to discuss or
funding by
the State."
In a letter dated January 10, 1985, addressed to me from Jim Rowland, CYA,
it states, "As you know, one of the concerns we and other government officials have is appropriate
to document the problems you have outlined in our discussion. I stress again, the need to gather meaningful statistics.
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It is obvious that Mr. ROHland is correct when he stresses the need for rreaningful statistics, which we have sought for ten years. It is also obvious
that State agencies are not going to support increased funding for reservations when it goes against the Governor's policies.
In conclusion, many Indian reservations and rancherias throughout California
have reached a point of total frustration and disgust in their attempt to work
with county and State justice agencies to resolve the many justice problems.
There has been no mention of Indian justice problems and needs in the Annual
State Plan on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, nor has the
California Council of Criminal Justice included an Indian category arrong
their concerns, and we still don't have statistics.
Because Indian reservations are placed in the same category as all non-profit
organizations when competing for funding, regardless of the unique relationship that exists between Indian tribes and government, there is no guarantee
of receiving a grant.
In consideration of the fact that not one of the 18 California Indian Treaties
were ever ratified, preventing California Indian people from receiving the
substantial land base promised, the location and size of reservations today
do not provide an economic base which could absorb the cost of needed justice
programs.
Because there are so many problems on so many reservations and rancherias
througtout California, a special appropriation through legislation is the only
conceivable way California Indian tribes could be assured of the State of
California addressing the problems and needs of California Indian people.
It is time to stop the passive resistance.
Therefore, monies should be appropriated for the creation of an Indian justice
liaison position at the OCJP. The Indian justice liaison position's toF priority would be to conduct a thorough reservations' needs assessment throughout California. That position would also be for the purpose of coordinating
efforts in behalf of the statewide Indian Justice Commission with the California
Legislature and federal, State, and local governments and California Indian
reservations.
The needs assessment should include an interim hearing by the
Senate Corrrnittee on the Judiciary in San Diego, California, in order to provide
each tribe an opportunity to express their problems and possible solutions.
The same should be done in Redding, California, for the Northern tribes.
Some reservations have expressed interest in retroceding.
I have included as part of my testimony and for the record, letters from
Tribal Leaders, Chief Probation Officers, and County Sheriffs, as further
testimony to the problems faced by California Indian tribEs who are faced
with a wide range of problems that must be solved on an individual baE;is.
Thank you for your consideration and patience.
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INDIAN SERVICES:
1.

Issue:

Implementation of Public Law 280

Many tribes saw their sovereignty greatly diminished during the termination
era even though they were not actually terminated. The most important piece
of legislation in this regard is Public Law 280 (P.L. 280), passed in 1953.
P.L. 280 provided for state civil and criminal jurisdiction in certain named
states, or specified reservations, and on other reservations in states taking
the steps necessary to assume jurisdiction under the Act. Sixteen states
acquired, in varying degrees, partial jurisdiction over Indian country within
their boarders in accordance with the Statute. P.L. 280 specifically
authorized jurisdiction over most crimes and many civil matters to six states:
California; Nebraska; Minnesota, except for the Red Lake Reservation; Oregon,
except for the Warm Springs Reservation; and Wisconsin, except for the
Menominee Reservation. Alaska was included in 1958 at the time of its
statehood.
P.L. 280 specifically excepted from state jurisdiction the regulation and
taxation of trust property and the hunting and fishing rights of Indians.
It is important to note two major functions, for the purposes of this Report
that P.L. 280 did not do: 1. P.L. 280 did not transfer regulatory power to
the states and 2. P.L. 280 does not specifically extinguish tribal jurisdiction and tribal courts may have certain concurrent jurisdiction with states
in areas covered by P.L. 280. Implementation of P.L. 280 has been and
continues to be a generally misunderstood and an unsatisfactory arrangement to
both the Indians of California and the State of California. For example,
testimony from California Indians during a series of State-wide California
Indian Task Force meetings in 1984 clearly identified law enforcement problems
as well as regulatory problems on California Reservations and Rancherias
because of P.L. 280.
Discussion/Background:
Not only are the California tribes displeased with P.L. 280, but there is
evidence that other P.L. 280 states are equally frustrated. There has been
disagreement concerning the scope of powers conferred on the states and the
methods of exercising the enforcement power. The failure of the Act to
provide Federal funding for states assuming jurisdiction and the lack of a
requirement of tribal consent were highly criticized. As a result, the
Subcommittee on constitutional Rights of the Senate Judiciary Committee was
asked to study P.L. 280. In 1966, the Committee summarized its findings as
follows:
•P.L. 280 • • • was found by the subcommittee's investigation ~
to have resulted in a breakdown in the administration of justice
to such a degree that Indians are being denied due process and equal
protection of law.•
Some of the problems indicated in connection with P.L. 280 are:
105
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The most basic questions concern the effectiveness of P.L. 2 0 in meeting law
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Federal funding might be used to establish a •liaison• type person within each
agency to work with state and county law enforcement officials on the
rancherias/reservations. This individual(s) may or may not need to be a
certified law enforcement official. Yet another option might be to establish
cross-deputized BIA law enforcement personnel at each BIA agency for dispatch
to the rancheria to supplement and work with the local law enforcement
officers as the need occurs.
Another alternative would be to establish a state-wide •Forum• for use by
rancheria's to deal with law enforcement issues and problems. This approach
might coincide simultaneously with implementation of the above alternatives.
Recommendation(s}:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1.

Request the Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs to allocate dollars
for use in California to supplement law enforcement services presently
being provided by the state and county.

2.

Request the Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs to permit the shifting
of •other• program dollars through the Band Analysis process to law
enforcement activities designed to supplement the state and county
effort.

3.

Require that any rancheria wishing to have supplemental law enforcement services enter into a written cooperative agreement with the
local county law enforcement agency. These agreements would require
approval by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
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CAHTOTRIBE
LAYTONVILLE RANCHERIA
P.O. Box 1059 • Laytonville, CA 95454
707/984-6322 • 707/984-61911

January 24, 1985
Senator Barry Keene
State Capital
Sacramento, California

~

FEB 121985

Dear Senator Keene,

This is in conjunction to the information that was
left with Ms. Patricia ~ind. These documents are evidence
of our existing problems. We are to date still experiencing the problem of internal Tribal Control. It has reached
criminal proportions with the confiscation of tribal Book,
ledgers and checkbooks. Although we reported these incidents
to the local authorities, nothing has been done to date.
The illegal Bingo operation is evident and no law enforcement assistance has been given.
The environmental hazards we have are left and never
investigated. The illegal wood-cutting has led to one arrest, with the vigorous demands by Mr. Eric Natti, Forrestry,
BIA, and Central Agency. If he were not present at that
incident nothing would have happened.
The fish and Game has been active outside any boundaries but has not lived up to its laws inside those boundaries.
The dam that was installed above the Reservation has left
our fish resource only running during winter months. The
creek used to run fully all year long. That is no more.
There are so many issues left to fall on deaf ears we
are not sure if there is a true justice at all.
Mr. Shea has stated he finds it difficult to verify
who is in charge at the tribal level. Although we have given
statements and documents he requested to various deputies
we have been left with no action, just words. I have requested citizens arrest for gunshot shootings, physical
assult, illegal entry, trespassing, destroying government
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CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
OFF CE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
TESTIMONY BY RUDOLF CORONA, JR., DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL,
TO THE CALIFORNIA SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE CONCERNING
LAW ENFORCEMENT PROBLEMS ON CALIFORNIA INDIAN RESERVATIONS
HISTORICAL ROOTS OF INDIAN LAW IN CALIFORNIA
Within its boundar! s California has 84 Indian reservat1ons and
ranch0r1as located in 27 counties throughout the state.
It lS
th 1 s departments assessment that as to this important S(•ct ot
California citiz('ns, many are receiving a dangerously tn~c;ufttClf0 nt
level of police' protpct on.
The purpose of this repor-t ~~; tn
reveal the historical, cultural and financial factors which have
created this problem and will present suggestions as to how this
problem may be most effectively handled.
Originally, only the federal government exercised jurisdict 1on
over Indian lands.
This was granted to the Congress by article 1,
section 8, clause
of the federal Constitution.
(See Worcester
v. Georgia (1832) 31 U.S. 515.)
As Congress structu
t
u.s.C~ sec. 1153) federal authorities maintained junsdict ion
to prosecute several enumerated felonies (most violent felonies
and larceny) which were committed on Indian land.
The tribes
themselves were given jurisdiction over lesser offenses with the
maximum punishment of no more than six months in custody or a
$500 fine.
(25 u.s.C.e-ee sec. 1302(7).) Case law, however, made
it clear that this misdemeanor criminal jurisdiction mainta1ned
by the tribes did not extend to non-Indians and did not allow
the tribes to prosecute non-Indians or impose penalties on them
for offenses committed on Indian land.
(Oliphant v. Suquamish
Indian Tribe 435 U.S. 191.)
In 1953 the congress passed Public Law 280 (18 u.s.~ sec. 1162)
which gave to six states (including California) exclusive criminal
jurisdiction over all offenses committed by or against Indians
on Indian lands within the specified states. California courts
have affirmed this grant of authority and have determined that the
federal legislation granted California exclusive jurisdiction
over all crimes committed on Indian land.
(People v. Miranda (1980)
106 Cal.App.3d 504, 506-507.)
An Attorney General's indexed letter
which I wrote in 1975 concludes that pursuant to this Congressional
grant of power, California law enforcement is empowered to enter
upon Indian lands without permission to enforce state criminal
laws.
(Indexed letters of the Attorney General, number 75-43.)
Federal case law has made it clear that the enactment of the
criminal law element of Public Law 280 was done to address what had
become a lawless state on many Indian reservations.
In this
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Testimony by Rudolf Corona, Jr.
Page 3
all criminal authority from the tribes.
(See 18 U.S.C. sec.
1162(a) (c); House report number 91-1544, pages 4783-4786.)
PRESENT PROBLEMS ON THE RESERVATIONS
So while the StatP of California has PXclusJVP cr1m1nal
jurisdiction over the reservations it is not meeting the law
enforcement needs of the majority of California tribes.
As
it has always been, the ultimate responsibility for the implementation of state programs and accepted responsibilities from
the federal government falls on county governments. The great
majority of California's reservations are centered in northern
California counties; the counties which can least afford the
heavy costs required to adequately protect remote Indian reservations. Many factors make protection of Indian reservations
particularly difficult. Most often, the reservat1ons are
geographically isolated from the major population centers of the
involved counties. Thus, necessarily, the patrolling of the
reservations is severely limited and response times are often
dangerously long. Further, because of the isolation of the tribes
over long periods of time, inter-tribal rivalries and conflicts
have most often arisen.
Therefore, internecine social and
political strife within the tribe tends to be the rule rather
than the exeption. These conflicts often times lead to violence
and continual strife within the tribes.
Additionally, many California tribes have natural resources
which are preyed upon by non-Indians. The tribes are often
times unable to protect these resources which they vitally need
to prosper.
It also cannot be ignored that racial biases and prejudices are
often held by the white c~~u~ie~~h surround the reservations. Tribes themselves~~~
i{ non-Indians and are
uncooperative with law enforcement authorities. All of these
factors lead to a feeling of abandonment by the tribes and a
state of near lawlessness on many California reservations.
Over the past 10 years I have mediated countless law enforcement
disputes between California tribes and local law enforcement
entities.
It is my ardent belief that the local police authorities
have sincerely striven to meet ~he law enforcement needs expressed
by the Indian communities within their counties.
Unfortunately,
the county governments have not been able to respond with the
monies needed to adequately address these dangerous lacks of
police protection.
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TEO ERIKSEN, .JR.
·AilRICUl.TURAL COMMISSIONER
DIRECTOR OF'
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
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TELEPHONE
(7071 468-4208

COUNTY OF MENDOCINO
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
UKIAH, CALIF'ORNIA

May 7, 1980

Peter Kline, County Counsel
County of Mendocino
Courthouse
Ukiah, California 95482
Dear Pete:
~··· ..:.

I must apologize to all concerned in the long delay
in responding to Mr. Rapport's letter of March 20, 1980. At
different times, the various parties concerned have discussed the
matter in brief verbally, but nothing has been resolved, let alone
accomplished in writing.
Mr. Rapport's letter brings up a very interesting point
and issue in view of our County's Dog Ordinance now in the process
of being redrafted. It will be most important, if not imperative,
that there is a very clear understanding as to the County's present
and future role in enforcing dog laws on Indian lands, if at all.
In what little research I have been able to achieve in the past
month, I find there is absolutely nothing in the records in re~ards
to County dog enforcement policies on Indian Lands. I have approached
several neighboring counties' animal control people and also discr.Jssed this problem at a meeting with the ~lorthern California Animal
Control Directors' Association. Again, with no answers. The consensus is that it has been generally a "hands-off" or "ignore the
problem on Indian Lands" or "enforcement so long as no one raises an
objection" type pol i':y.
Interestingly enough, these same various counties are
equally interested in what resolutions we arrive at here in Mendocino
County. I have, as you are aware, been in verbal communication with
Attorneys Rapport and ~1arston of the 1ocal la'tl offices of the California
Indian Legal Service. I contacted by telephone, a Mr. Richard Burcell
of the Central Agency, Bureau of Indian Affairs in Sacramento with the
hope that we can all meet soon and mutually discuss, and ~opefully
resolve some type of dog enforcement policy agreeable to all without
in fringing on someone ' s c i vil rights .
Pursuant to Mr. Rapport's letter and upon your counsel, we
withdrew the citations that were issued on two members of the Covelo
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(2)

As the aforegoing applies to:
(a)

The Covelo Indian Community;

(b) Any other Indian rancheria or reservati on
in Mendociino County; and
(c) Any person of ethnic Indian extraction not
living on Indian lands;
stand?

Who, if any body, can enforce these laws as they now

(3) Is it possible for us to empower a member 0f the
Indian Community to act in the behalf of County in the enforcement of dog 1 aws?
(4) For the sake of simplicity, can some type of brief,
general contractual agreement be undertaken with the tribal community to perform dog control enforcement, or does one have to make
individual contracts with each reservation or rancheria? I would
imagine something in the nature of a dollar binding the contract,
subject to dissolution of said contract by either party by whatever specified time, with a trial period of one year, with a renewal
option on an annual basis, etc.
I:·

(5) In view of the confused logistical layout of Indian
land and non-Indian lands, particularly in the "checkerboard" arrangement in the Round Valley area of Covelo:
(a) Are there any maps available that may be
used as guidelines?
(b) If available, can the Division of Animal
Control obtain a copy for our use in order to avoid
any illegal trespass onto tribal lands?
These are only a few of the many other questions that may
arise, and therefore, I feel that a person-to-person meeting with the
Indian Legal Services, Bureau of Indian Affairs, County of Mendocino
Legal Counsel and n1Yself is necessary and would be ben('ficial in
arriving at the resolution of these problems, to some extent.
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TEO ERIKSEN, JR.
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(707) 468-4208

COUNTY OF MENDOCINO
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
UKIAH, CALIF'DRNIA

May 22, 1980

CERTIFIED MAIL
U. S. Department of Interior
Region Solicitor's Office
2800 Cottage Way
Sacramento, California 95814
Attention:

Mr. Richard Tolles, Asst. Region Solicitor

Dear Mr. Tolles:
The technicalities of the enforcement of animal control
laws on Indian lands and the regulation"of dogs belonging to tribal
members has now reached a critical point. Pursuant to instructions
by Mendocino County's Legal Counsel, until further notice and pending
a formal understanding between all parties concerned, Mendocino County
can no· longer perform or provide animal (dog) control services to any
Indian community. The enclosed correspondence from the office of the
local Indian Legal Services, as well as that to our County Counsel, will
somewhat clarify the issues, but it also raises a sequence of important
unanswered questions.
A very real and potentially serious situation exists in the problem of protection to public welfare and safety relative to rabies.
r~endocino County is an officially declared rabies area.
Our County
animal control agency currently investigates a minimum of one or more
suspect rabies bite cases per day throughout the County. Presently,
should a dog belonging to any member of the Indian community bite
another member of that community (for instance, a child, which is not
unlikely) we apparently have no established written or verbal authority
as public officers to respond to the request for assistance. Due to the
urgent nature of this matter, we request a written opinion from your
agency to those questions submitted to our County Counsel as soon as
possible.
Unfortunately. as yet. we have been unable to collectively and
personally meet and confer with the various local parties concerned
(i.e. the Bureau of Indian Affairs, Indian Legal Services, t1endocino
County Legal Counsel, etc.).
We are hopeful that an expeditious solution to this matter will
be possible, perhaps in the form of a written memorandum of understanding
some type of documentation fro~ each tribal council, etc. to adopt or
A-20
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ISISII CAPITOL MALL. SUITE 3150
SACRAMENTO
815814
(816) 4411·811815

(PRONOUNCED DUKII·MAY·GIN)

Attnrnry ~tntral
June 18, 1980

Mr. Roberto A. de Grassi
Asst. Agricultural Commissioner
County of Mendocino
Courthouse
Ukiah, California 95482
Dear Mr. de Grassi:
This is in reply to your May 22 request for
an opinion concerning the enforcement of dog
control laws on Indian lands.
Government Code Section 12519 authorizes the
Attorney General to provide opinions only to
designated State officers and District
Attorneys. On the other hand, Sections 26520
and 27642 of the same code authorize the
County Counsel to provide legal services to
County officers. Accordingly, I must
respectfully decline your request and refer
you to your County Counsel for the advice you
seek.

JACK R. WINKLER
Assistant Attorney General
Chief, Opinion Unit
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SOUTH COUNTY SHELTER

Mammoth Lakes (619) 935-4734

Barry
iforni a

Senator
I am very interested in the outcome of the Senate Judici
Committee Hearing on
'responsiveness of/by law enforcement to crimes committed on Indian land'.
One of the reasons this issue has come up may be due to the problems con ned in
existing law, and to a
uncertainty on the part of local law enforcement
on Indian lands.
as to what autho ty can
Of particular concern to me is the lack of legal authority for the Mono County Animal
Control Department to en rce
ther State or County laws relating to the care, control.
and custody of animals. In
County, we have several Indian Reservations, and are
impacted by reservation 'animals' committing problems off of reservation lands,
being abandoned off of reservation lands, or being turner over to our Animal Shelters
as surplus. Reservation residents are exempt from the laws governing the care, control.
custody of animals, and in effect have more rights than do the normal County
residents who must comply
these and other laws as well.
At present there is some
on as to whether or not Mono County Animal Control
could respond to an anima cruelty case that occurs on Indian lands, inasmuch as
they are exempt from both State and County laws
rning the care, control, and
custody of animals.
the reason t
law
res
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P. 0. Bo~ 497
BRIDGEPORT. CA 93517-0497

.I ohn M. Gallagher
/1/ /'I II ((J( ,\/1 (OI'NSLL

(619) 932-791 I
EXTENS/0,\' 2)11

Gayle J. Todd
/Ji,H SH Jil.lARJ'

Dolly Melim
Lf(,AL :.fCRElARJ'

August 14, 19 84

Mert Davis
Animal Control Director
Re:

Request for Legal Opinion Dog Licenses for Dogs on
Indian Reservation

Dear Hert:
This is in response to your memorandum of July 23, 1984, in
which you pose the question as to whether the Mono County Animal
Control Department has the authority to license dogs on Indian
reservation lands in Mono County.
The short answer is "No".
Since I do not have a Federal Law Library available or any
federal books which would set forth the law regarding conflicts
between federal and local law, it was virtually impossible to
research this matter.
However, generally speaking, federal law
prevails over local law if there are any conflicts between the two.
Furtbe.rmcire/;"local·governrnents ioo not .have jurisdiction overw
~federal r~.mdst
However, Congress may provide that various federal
lands comply with local laws and regulations.
In reviewing some of
the photocopied material in this office, I carne across a case which
stated that Congress has rnandab~-d that ·Indian lands are subject to
state cr irninar"'and~"c1'Vtl·~·a~1 A·gua 'Caliente Bartd, 'ef i£1. v" ~-ity of Palrn SOrinos~ (e.n. Cal. ~197.2) 347 Fed.Sup. 42, 47-50.
I contacted the City Attorney for the City of Palm Springs,
Mr. Bill Adams.
Since the above-referenced case involved his city,
Mr. Adams had a considerable amount of information.
The thrust of
this information is that
are various states~ w.~ich
Public Law 280 states.
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fe 1 free to call me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
OFFICE OF COUNTY COUNSEL
\..

RON BRADEN
COUNTY COUNSEL
RB: gt
cc:

N. F.

lre ter, CAO
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Tlfi8AL CHAIRMI!N'II
Aoeoc•• lm:.

RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OF
LAW ENFORCEMENT ON RESERVATIONS

WHEREAS, The Southern Cali
ia Tribal Chairmen's Association
acknowledge that law enforcement issues have not been
adequately addressed in our reservation communities
in the
of California, and,
WHEREAS, The Southern Cal
ia Tribal Chairmen's Association
must make a greater effort in developing models that
address these issues in conjunction with individual
reservations, tribal governments, and other concerned
persons, and agencies, and,
WHEREAS, The Southern California Tribal Chairmen•s Association
recognized the need for a stronger law enforcement
system to protect the citizens of our reservations,
and guarantee safety for all citizens, and,
WHEREAS, The Southern California Tribal Chairmen's Association
in conference discussed at length the need for a
cross-deputization program and/or police protection districts
with appropriate agencies for smaller reservations,
and promote
option of reservations to
design their own particular law enforcement system, and,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that Southern California Tribal
Chairmen's Association goes on record to support a
stronger law enforcement system on Indian lands along with
coordinating the concurrent jurisdiction issues by
tribal
, and,
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Southern California Tribal Chairmen's
Association calls upon the California State Legislature
to provide a hearing in Southern California to give
each tribe the opportunity to express its views to the
state leg lature regarding law enforcement issues, and,
BE IT FURTHER
,
a Committee be composed of California
tribes from various areas be formed to develop alternative
recommendations for final recommendation to the California
Legislature, as well as Tribal governments.
C E R T I F I C AT I 0 N
duly called Special Meeting held January 14, 1985
resolution was passed by an unanimous vote.
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OF
DALE RISLING, COUNCII.MEiviBER
HOOPA VALLEY BUSINESS COONCIL

BEFORE THE
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITI'EE
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TESTIMONY

OF
DALE RISLlliG, COUN:::ILMEMBER
HOOPA VALLEY BUSINESS COtJN::IL

BEFORE THE
SENATE JUDICIARY CCM1I'ITEE
JANUARY 22, 1985

MY NAME IS DALE RISLIN3.
COUN:::IL.

I AM A MEMBER OF THE HOOPA VALLEY BUSINESS

I HAVE BEEN AUI'HORIZED BY THE COUN:::IL 'IO PRESENI' THIS

TESTIK>NY ON THEIR BEHALF, HERE TODAY.

THE HOOPA VALLEY INDIAN RESERVATION IS :r..cx::ATED IN HUMB:>LIJI' COUNrY,
ALON:; THE LOWER TWELVE MILES OF THE TRINITY RIVER.

THE RESERVATION IS

THE LARGEST OF THE APPROXIMATELY 100 RESERVATIONS AND RAOCHERIAS IN
CALIFORNIA.

IT CONI'AINS NEARLY 90, 000 ACRES,

M)8T

OF WHICH IS

KXJNI'.AitiDUS AND IS COVERED WITH OOUGLAS FIR TIMBER AND Ol'HER HAR.Dw::x:D
SPECIES.

THE TRIBAL GOVERNMENI' OPERATES UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF A

CONSTIT!Jl'ION AOOPI'ED BY THE TRIBE IN 1952 AND HAS A MEMBERSHIP OF 1723.
ITS JURISDICTION LIES WITHIN THE 90, 000 ACRES IMMEDIATELY SURROUNDlliG
THE HOOPA VALLEY.
THE DEM:X;RAPHIC PROFILE OF THE HOOPA VALLEY INDIAN RESERVATION
ILLUSTRATES SEVERE SOCID-ECOl'OMIC CONDITIONS IOCLUDIN:; AN UNEMPLOYMENI'
RATE OF 82.47%, A MEDIAN FAMILY IOCOME OF $5,450 PER YEAR, A HIGH
SCHOOL DROP-RATE RATE OF 23. 2% AND Ol'HER DEM:X;RAPHIC INDICA'IORS
INDICTIVE OF SEVERE POVERTY CDNDITIONS.
PRICR 'IO 1953, WHEN PUBLIC LAW 280 WAS PASSED IN CALIFORNIA,
CRIMINAL JURISDICTION RESTED WITH THE U.S. DEPARTMENI' OF THE INI'ERIOR.
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THIS AurHORITY WAS DELEGATED
PASSAGE OF THE "JVJAJOR CRIMES

OF 1886.

THE

AFFAIRS UPON THE

UP UNTlL 1953 THE BUREAU OF

POLICE 11 ON THE HOOPA RESERVATION AND

INDIAN AFFAIRS MANAGED THE
THE INDIAN JAlL.

L~IAN

THE BUREAU OF

l:"t\0::>>:>1-~

LAW

OF

, THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENI' SURRENDERED ALL OF ITS CRIMINAL AND .M11JOR PORTIONS OF ITS
CIVIL JURISTICTION
DISPUTES,
WITH

CONSU~

STATE.

THE STATE.

AFFAIRS, DIVORCE AND

CIVIL MATI'ERS

TAX AND ZONING CODES REST
-'-L'UJ-'-"'"~

CIVIL Mt\TI'ERS SUCH A CONI'RACT

CIVlL RIGHTS

l..Jl"ll.'ll.J.!.."-'L'\JIJ/

.LLO.L~~.L

ISSUES REST

THE POWER TO

REGULATORY

THE 'I'RIBES.

WITH THE PASSAGE OF THE

, WHICH AMENDED PUBLIC LAW 280, CON'-

OF

Cli'RRENI' LAW EN'FORCEt'viENl' JURISDICTION EXISTS WITH THE STATE OF
THE HOOPA VALLEY BUSINESS COUNClL AND THE BUREAU OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS.

RETAINS CRIMINAL

AS MENI'IONED "'-""'"-'-'-'-''-'

THE

SUCH AS,
LICENSES, ENVIRONMENI'AL

INDIAN CHILD ADOPI'ION PROCEEDINGS,

LAND-USE AND ZONIN3 CODES AND INDIAN RIGHTS ISSUES.

THE BUREAU OF

INDIAN AFFAIRS HAS Lii'1ITED JURISDICTION IN THE AREA OF FISHIN3 AND
HUNI'IN3 VIOLATIONS

THE HOOPA TRIBE HAS THE SOVEREIGN AUTHCR-

ITY TO ASSUME THIS JURISDICTION) •

, THE HOOPA TRIBE, LIKE

WITH THE PASSAGE OF PUBLIC LAW
arHER PUBLIC
STATE AND COUNTY

SHARE OF BAD EXPERIEN::ES WITH
ENFORCE..MENI'.

FRCM THE AMBIGUOUS LAN3UAGE

Mt.Of OF THESE EXPERIEI\CES RESULT

PUBLIC LAW 280.

THERE IS CONFUSION ON

HOW FAR STATE LAW ENFORCEMENI' OFFICIALS M.A.Y GO INTO FEDERAL INDIAN LAND

2.
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ON SEARCH AND SEIZURE AND orHER CRIMINAL MATrERS.

THIS CONFUSION OFTEN

SERVES AS AN EXCUSE FOR LAW ENFORCEMENI' 'IO STAY AWAY FRCM INDIAN LAND.
TRIBAL MEMBERS OFTEN CHARGE THAT THERE IS A OOUBLE STANDARD OF LAW
ENroRCEMENI' AT HOOPA AND IN THE SURROUNDIN; INDIAN Ca+ruNITIES.

rr

IS

OFTEN STATED THAT IF AN INDIAN IS MURDERED THERE IS VERY LI'I'I'LE INVESTIGATION, BUr IF A WHITE MAN IS MURDERED THEN JUSTICE PREVAILS.
Sm:E 1948 THERE HAS BEEN 22 INDIANS MURDERED IN THE HOOPA AREA.

ONLY

ONE WAS CONVICI'ED AND A TCJI'AL OF 18 MJNl'HS IN JAIL HAVE BEEN SERVED FOR
THESE KILLnG; PCCORDIN3 'IO INFORMATION GATHERED BY LOCAL CITIZENS.
THE HOMBOLIJl' COUNI'Y SHERIFFS DEPARI'MENI' IS THE LEAD CRIMINAL LAW
ENFORCEMENl' PGEN:Y IN HOOPA.

FOOR DEPUTY SHERIFF'S ARE ASSIGNED 'IO THE

HOOPA SUBSTATION WHICH IS ON PROPERI'Y OWNED BY THE HOOPA TRIBE AND
LEASED 'IO THE COUNI'Y OF HUMBJI..J.:1I'.

THE SERVICE AREA OF THE HOOPA

SUBSTATION IDcr'ENl::S IN A 50 MILE RADIUS WHICH TICLUDES THE TOWN3 OF
HOOPA, WILLOW CREEK, ORLEANS, VEI'ICHPEC AND PECWAN.
IN ADDITICN 'IO THE SHIRIFFS SUBSTATICN, THE COUNI'Y ALSO MAINI'AINS
A JAIL AND THE ARCATA/KLAMATH-TRINITY CONSOLDIATED COURT HOOSE IN
HOOPA.
THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS ENFORCES INDIAN FISHIN3 REGULATIONS
ON THE :r..owE:R TRINITY AND KLAMATH RIVERS.

SPECIFIC CODES OF OFFENSES

TICLUDE GILL NET FISHIN3 WITHOOT THE PROPER GEAR OR LICENSE OR 00
FISHERY CLOOURE DATES.

DORIN3 THE SUMMER AND FALL MJNI'HS WHEN THE

FISHERY IS .ACTIVE, THE B.I.A. HAS ON STAFF AS MANY AS SEVEN LAW
ENFORCEMENI' PERSONNEL PATROLLIN3 THE RIVERS.

A COURI' OF INDIAN

OFFENSES IS u:x:::ATED IN HOOPA AND AT THE '!OWN OF KLAMATH.

3.
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THE SERVICE

AREA EOCOMPASSES

"'·AJrM.

RESERVATION

) , 'rHE OLD KLAMATH RIVER

OF THE HOOPA RESERVATION KNOWN AS THE

ESTABLISHED THIS LAW ENFORCEMENT' AND

THE BUREAU

CALIFORNIA ATTEMP'I'ED TO ENFORCE

COURT SYSTEM.

FUNDED UNDER A SPECIAL

STATE

.._.,.,_,Jo.CU, AFFAIRS

THE
Burx:;EI'.

FROM

THEL~

ANNUAL

FOR F.Y. 84-85 THE TOTAL

THE
VALLEY

Burx:;EI' IS

HAS BEEN INFORMED BY THE

THIS WILL ACCOUNT WILL CONTINUE TO

BllREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS
DECREASE ANNUALLY.
BECAUSE
AMERICA.~

INDIAN CIVIL

ASSUMI~

COOCURRENI'

TO THAT
OF

.u..-'J-4C""'

INVOLVI~

MATTERS ON IND!AJ.'l LANDS.
COlJOCIL HAS START.ED THE PROCESS

A HOOPA ...... ,..._._,.n.u

A HOOPA CODE

AND APPROVED FCR FINAL REVIEW AND WILL

OF OFFENSES HAS BEEN

JURISDICTIONAL AREAS.

COVER THE STATUTORY
FCR IMPLEMENTATION

SLATED

, THE HOOPA TRIBAL COURT

PHASES BEGINNIJ\G

wlLL ASSUME JURISDICTION IN
CUSTODY

THE

TRIBES HAVE THE AtJrHORITY IN

L'I.-'..\CJLU.b>

THE HOOPA VALLEY

IMPLEMENI'I~

CASE LAW

INDIAN CHILD

PROCEED!~

TIMBER TRESPASS AND OTHER CIVIL MATTERS.

ALREADY THE 'I'RIBE HAS

IMPLEMENI'ED THE TRIBAL SECURITY PRCGRAM WHICH HAS GRADUATED THREE
EMPLOYEES FROM THE POLICE OFFICERS STANDARDS
LOCAL POLICE ACADEMY.

TRAIN~

• 0. S. T. ) AT A

PROCESS OF IMPLEMENTIJ\G A CROSS

DEPUTIZATION PRQ-
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GRAM WITH THE

HtJME{JIJJI'

COUNrY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENI' IS VELL UNDER 'WAY

WITH AIL THREE OF THE TRIBAL SECURITY PERSONNEL CURRENI'LY SERVIN3 520
HOORS OF FIELD SERVICE TRAIN:m:3 AS DEPtJI'Y SHERIFFS.
THE CREATION OF THE TRIBAL SECURITY PRcx;RAM WAS RESPONSIVE TO
VANDALISM, ARSON AND DESTRUCTION OF TRIBAL PROPERI'Y VALUED IN THE
OF THOUSANOO OF DOI..IARS.

THIS PROORAM IS HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL AND HAS

NEARLY ELIMINATED THESE INCIDEtiCES OF CRIMES AGAINST TRIBAL PROPERTY.

THE TRIBE HAS INVESTED OVER $300,000 OF ITS OVN FUNI:X3 AND RESOURCES IN
THIS PROORAM OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS.
DURIN3 THE PAST COUPLE OF YEARS THERE HAVE BEEN SERIOUS CHARGES
AND AL.LEX;ATIONS BY INDIAN CITIZENS IN THE HOOPA AREA AGAINST COUNl'Y LAW

ENFORCEMENl'.

THESE CHARGES R.Al\GE FRCM RACISM, TO BRUI'ALLITY, TO

RETALIATION, 'ID IMPROPER INVESTIGATION INl'O MAJOR CRIMES RELATIN3 TO

INDIAN PERSONS AND A GENERALLY APATHETIC ATTITUDE OF LAW ENFORCEMENI'
PERSONNEL.

AS A RESULT THE HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE, REPRESENI'ATIVE OF FOUR

CJI'HER NEIGHBORHIN3 INDIAN CC»ruNITIES, HUMBOLUI' COUNl'Y SHERIFF,
HUMOOLDI' COUN1'Y HlJMllli RIGHTS COMMISSION AND DEPARI'MENl' OF JUSTICE,
Ca+ruNITY RELATION::; PERSONNEL NEGOI'IATED A
(M)U).

MEM)RANDIJM

OF UNDERSTANDIN3

THE KXJ IDENI'IFIED MANY AREAS OF CON:ERN AND SPELLED

METHOI:S OF DEAL IN:; WITH THESE PROBLEM3.

oor

THESE PROBI...EM:3 IOCLUIE CURFEW

ENFDRCEMENI', PUBLIC GATHERIN3, CITIZEN COMPLAIN!' PROCEDURE, USE OF FIRE
ARMS, CULTURAL SEN:3ITIVITY AND Ol'HER MATTERS.

(COPY OF KXJ ATI'ACHED).

ONE OF THE MAIN ELEMENI'S OF THE MJJ IS THE CREATION OF A LAW ENFDRCE-

5.
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PERSON w::x.JLD MJNITOR AND ASSURE 'YrlAT THE

MEN!'
MJJ WAS HONORED

HE w::x.JLD OPERATE UNDER THE DIREcriON

ALL PARTIES

THIS INDIVIDUAL WJULD

OF

ENFORC&\1ENr

COMMITrEE.

ALSO MEDIATE

FACIT.ITATE COMPLAINI'S OR PROBLEM3

AND

HELP PROMJrE

STREAMLINED COMMUNICATIONS

TWJ GROUPS

POSITION WAS

JN::LUDED THE BUREAU OF INDIAN

AFFAIRS AND arHER

1:'-"'-'='.rl.L.I

LOCAL RESOURCES.

STATE

WHEN

FUNDIN:; FOR THIS

J..L"'-'J...n.l'

Al:~AIRS

TrlAT IT w:JUID

FIRM ON ITS GROUND

EVEN THOUGH SUBSTANTIAL lAW

TO THE

ENFORCEMENr

.I.A.

FOR THEIR

NATIONAL BUDGET.
THE

TO BE
WITH LITIGATION KNOWN' AS THE

THE HOOPA

elk,~

JESSIE SHORr CASE FOR

HOOPA RESERVATION.

,_, ""'-'='"'""-' AND TRIBAL

u.Lc•.L.w

THE LACK OF

THE RESERVJI.TION FOR

GOVERNMENr
RESPONSIBLE MANAGEL"'ENr HAS
A GROUP OF

lLPIHJL'D

CONFUSED THE OVERALL SITUATION.

AW'ARDED LIMITED ClAIMS TO THE

INDIVIDUALS

REVENUE OF THE
GOVERNMENr

HAS CONFUSED

.I.A.

THE
HAS EXPANDED THIS NARROW COU"RI'

BUT THE FEDERAL
TO GIVE

THESE INDIVIDUALS RIGHTS THAT WERE NEVER GRANTED BY THE COURTS.
CASE HAS TIED UP

WHICH IS BEIN3 HELD

THIS

REVENUES FRCM THE TIMBER RESOURCES,
ESCROW FlJND.

6.
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THE HOOPA TRIBE IS TRYIN:; TO RESOLVE THESE M.l\NAGEMENI' AND JURISDicrTIONAL PROBI..EM5 IN THE U.S. CON:2RESS SIN:E THE COURI', WHIOI CAUSED THE
PROBLEMS 00 IDI' HAVE THE JURISDicriON TO SOLVE THEM.

CN:E THE PROBLEM

IS TAKEN CARE OF THE HOOPA TRIBE CAN EULLY IMPLEMENI' ITS GOAIS IN LAW
ENroRCEMENI' ON THE RESERVATION.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

1.

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ENI'ERS INI'O A JOINI'

FUNDI~

P.GREEMENI' WITH

THE BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS IN THE DEVELOPMENI' OF PRCGRAM5 THAT
WILL RAISE THE LEVEL OF LAW ENFORCEMENI' ON CALIFORNIA INDIAN RESERVATION; TO AT LEAST THE SAME LEVEL ENJOYED BY arHER CITIZEN:> OF
CALIFORNIA.

2.

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA SUPPORI' CALIFORNIA TRIBES IN REVERSIN:; THE
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS POLICY OF '001' PROVIDIN:; LAW ENFORCEMENI'
FUNDS 'ro PUBLIC LAW 280 TRIBES.

3.

THE STATE LEX.7ISLATURE APPROPRIATE FUNDS TO ASSIST M)I)EL LAW ENFORCEMENI' PRCGRAM5 ON INDIAN RESERVATIONS THAT HAVE THE POI'ENI'IAL OF

PROVIDIN:; EFFICIENI' AND COST EFFECI'IVE LAW ENFORCEMENI'.

4.

THE STATE LEX.7ISLATURE ASSURE CALIFORNIA TRIBES THAT THEY WILL CCNSULT WITH TRIBAL LEADERSHIP ON ANY PROPOSALS RELATING TO TRIBAL
JURISDicriON.

7.
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THE STATE LEGISLATURE EXPRESS ITS RECOONITION AND SUPPORT OF
TRIBAL LA\'V AND JURISDICTION AND AFFIRM ITS COMMITMENI' 'TO PROI'ECT
THESE SOVEREIGN RIGHTS

THE STATE LEGISLATURE ENCOURAGE THE U.S. CON:3RESS TO INITIATE
LEGISLATION THAT w:::xJLD UNI'ANGLE THE MANY MANAGEMENI' AND JURISDICI'IONAL OBSTANCLES
ON THE HOOPA
LEGISLATION

'-'-!.:A'"'"'-'"

~ULD

TRIBAL PARI'ICIPATION

CREATED

JESSIE SHORT

&\JD SUPPORT SUCH LEGISLATION.

MAJOR OBSTACLE TO TRIBAL
LAW ENFORCEMENI' BY THE HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE.

THE HOOPA TRIBE IS

•vv-"'"'-.l..L''ti'<J

WITH STATE AND FEDERAL LAW

ENFORCEMENI' AGENCIES ON
SAFE

TO CREATE A
OF CXJR COMMUNITY.

SECURE

WITH

ITS

YOUR COOPERATION
LEADERSHIP ROLE AND CONI'INUE

SUCH

SERVE AS A EXEMPLEARY MJDEL FOR LAW

ENFORCEMENI' ON INDIAN RESERVATIOI:E IN CALIFORNIA.

YOU

PRESENI' OUR TESTTh10NY 'IO YOU

TODAY.

8.
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RESOLtJriON OF THE HOOPA VALLEY TRIBE
HOOPA INDIAN RESERVATION
HOOPA, CALIFORNIA
RESOLtJl'ION NJ:

85-8

DATE APPROVED:

January 18, 1985

SUBJECT:

AIJI'HORIZThG DALE RISLThG TO PRESENT TESTIMJNY BEFORE THE
CALIFORNIA STATE I...EGISLATURE REGARD DiG PUBLIC LAW 280.

WHEREAS:

The Hoopa Valley Tribe did on June 20, 1972, adopt a Constitution and Bylaws which was approved by the Conmissioner of
Indian Affairs on August 18, 1972, and Article IX, Section 1
(g) of this Constitution and Bylaws authorized the Hoopa.
Valley Tribe "to negotiate with the Federal, State and local
govern:rrents on behalf of the Tribe," and,

WHEREAS:

In 1953 the State of California pa.ssed Public Law 280 which
gave the State of California jurisdiction over all criminal
and major portions of civil jurisdiction on the Hoopa Indian
Reservation, and,

WHEREAS:

The State Legislature is holding Public Testi.Ioony regarding
this Public Law 280 on January 22, 1985, and,

WHEREAS:

Dale Risling, a rrember of the Hoopa Valley Business Council
will present the testinony on behalf of the Hoopa Valley
Tribe, and,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That Dale Risling, Council member is
hereby authorized to present Public Testinony on behalf of
the Hoopa Valley Tribe before the State Legislature on
January 22, 1985.
CERTIFICATION
I, the undersigned, as Chairman of the Hoopa. Valley Business
Council hereby certify that the Hoopa Valley Business Council
is composed of eight members of which 5 were present constituting a quorum at a Special Meeting thereof; duly and
specially called, noticed, convened and held this 18th day of
January, 1985; and that this resolution was adopted by a vote
of 3 for with 1 abstaining; and that said resolution has not
been rescinded or arrended in any way.
DATED THIS 18TH Dll::l OF JANUARY, 1 oor::;.

~/lr:t~

EISm G. RICKLEFS,

HOOPA VALLEY BUSINESS COUOCIL
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ATI'EST:
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-.
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between Sheriff's Department of
Humboldt County and
Hoopa, Yurek, and Karok
communities of northeast
Humboldt County

----------------In the spring of 1983, at the suggestion of the Human Rights
Commission of Humboldt County, a series of meetings was undertaken

--

by the Sheriff and representatives of the Hoopa,

Yurek, and Karok

communities of the-nortneastern section of Humboldt County for
the purpose of reviewing and updating their joint Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) of September 1979.
discussions,

Convening and leading these

as in 1979, was a mediator from the Community Relations

Service (CRS), US Department of Justice, with assistance by members
of the County's Human Rights Commission.
The talks, as before,

sought to address problems of law enforce-

ment and relationships between the Sheriff's Office (SO) and the
Native American communities of that area generally served by the SO's
Hoopa Substation.

Again the participants considered it essential to

explore sources of tension and misunderstanding, to clarify official
policies and procedures,

to reexamine the needs and responsibilities

of both the SO and the several communities, and to find or reassert
ways of fulfilling those responsibilities and improving relationships
all around.
Participants were the Sheriff, Undersheriff, and other officers;
the chairpersons or other
Council,

Or~eans

represent~tives

of the Hoopa Valley Business

Karok Council, Weitchpec Community Indian Association,
f:

Humboldt County Association of

I~dians-Pecwan,

and the Hupa Survival

Group; two members of the County Human Rights Commission;
mediator.

and the CRS

All sessions were held at the Hoopa Neigborhood Facility.

Principal conclusions and points of agreement are as follows:

I.

BASIC PRINCIPLES AND POLICIES
First, there was reaffirmation on all sides of understandings

set forth in the 1979 MOU with regard to policies and procedures of
the Sheriff's Office and concerr.s and responsibilities of the Native
American communities.

Substantia:!y as expressed before, there was

consensus that:
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1.

Achievement of

S

to var ous communi

so~ution

together with
the

firm and fully effective law enforcement,

the Native

eriff and

to this agreement as a
the

prob ems,

is seen by

can communit es who are party
Both the Sheriff and

shared responsibility.

leaders of these communities strongly aff

rm the necessi

of

building and sustaining a mutually respectful and peaceful relationasizes h s

The Sheriff reem

ship.

ar

ment must be absolutely
He

all times.

wi~l

basic policy that law enforce-

ial and respec f

of a 1 persons at

of any officer

not tolera e on the_par

differential treatment of any individual or group by reasori of
ancestry,

race,

religion,

or c

ltural heritage.

At the same time,

Indian community representatives recognize their responsibility
to

take various initiatives toward solution of certain long-standing

community problems.

They know th t

both as individuals and throu

they must work on these problems

their tribal councils and community

organizations.
2.

On a reservation,

lsewhere

s

S eriff's officers question

or arrest persons only if t

re is reasonable cause to believe a

law violation has occurred.

They wi 1 enter private or tribal property

only on observation of an apparent v alation,
plaint which seems to have substance,
papers in a

civil matte

In t

is mainly concerned wit
such as drunk driving,

or on receiving a com-

or when required to serve official

affic and ve icle code matters the SO

violations which seriously endanger
ve spe~d,

exc s

reckless driving,

condi ion.

obviously dangero s mechanica

any officer engage in harassme t

o

d

person, whether in a publ c place,

or an

Under no circumstances will

srespectfu
a vehicle,

fessional level of beha ior w 11 b

peop~e,

treatment of any
or at home.

A pro-

maintained even in the face of

difficult or provocative situations.

bes

3.

Every citize

has

of

is/her infor ation and b

t

e

r

o file

t

1 ef

w th

and procedures.

SO p

co~plaint

is

t

e

duty of a

expressed or subm tte

signed and dated,
the

is

co~p:ainant

o provide

at the t i

n
f

t

e

to the

Sheriff's stated

policie~

rsonnel to whom such a

receive i t ,

ack ow e
ts

complaint if,

officer has acted improperly

a

or has failed to perform in accor an
It

a

to make sure it is

ge

copy of the complaint to

receipt,

to ask the complainant if

a

copy of the complaint may be provided to the Indian Liaison Officer

indicated in Part II below (if so, to secure a signed release to that
effect,) and to facilitate and expedite processing of the complaint
according to departmental procedures.

The Sheriff will tolerate no

retaliation against anyone for having filed a complaint or having
tried to do so.

Any such retaliation would be grounds for a further

complaint by the aggrieved individual.
4.

In accord with the County affirmative action policy, and for

the sake of continuing__~mprovement in SO relations with the Indian
communities of this area, the Sheriff is committed to (a) the earliest
possib:e reintroduction of Indian officers to his force,

{b) inclusion

of Native Americans on oral review boards in the testing process for
personnel of his Department (this was done for the correctional officer
examination in late 1983), and (c) supporting in this area a program
\

in which the Indian communities will select and oversee the work of
an Indian Law Enforcement Liaison Officer.
II.

COMMUNITY LAW ENFORCEMENT LIAISON OFFICER
Generally, the 1979 MOU between the Native American communities

of this section of the County and the administration of the late
Sheriff Gene Cox is still regarded as a good,

sound document setting

forth understandings from which some good results have flowed.

Most

of its provisions remain vitally relevant today to all concerned.
It is agreed, however, that a main source of weakness was the absence
of someone close to the affected communities assigned to assist in
MOU follow-through and to monitor and report on compliance.

For this

reason the prospective position of Indiln Community Law Enforcement
Liaison Officer is now seen as central and indispensable by Sheriff
Renner and the community representatives who

join in this updated MOU.

Many hours of careful study and of joint discussion were devoted
by the Indian community representatives and SO to consideration of
all aspects of this proposed program.

Attention was directed to

the needed qualifications of the Law Enforcement Liaison Officer
(LO); duties and responsibilities; operating guidelines;

selection

and supervision of the individual; budget; and prospective funding
sources.

Following are the main elements of the proposed job

description of the LO, plus an initial set of operating guidelines
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and certain key charac eristics to be requ
selected.

ed of the individual
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e
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or dispe

the harmful

effects of unfounded rumor .
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visi n of the Indi

E

of one representat

each
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The norma
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LEL Committee,
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Although base

0

Hoopa,

non-voting

per o
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thi

y

o r o
be r

thi

During

position the LEL

, non-voting representative

r

in

i

and super-

dt Coun

robationary per od o

of the Sheriff.

directio

Committee, co sisting

and Pecwan, p

member from the H
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under

f

h

pon
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w 11 be 90 days.
sition will serve

egoing communities.

e, w th the assistance of the

for seek ng fu ure funding to s s ain the program.

Duties of the position

ude

1

l. Establi

cat

the Indian community and 1 ca
assist in

rov

chan isms

n

etween

law en orcement;

g exc ange of information and dis-

pelling unfounded rumor
2. Assist i

t

tilizat on and monitoring of the

Memorandum of Unders anding be wee
Community and the Humboldt Coun
3. Help interpret to a
the pol c es

the Indian
Sheriff's Office.

elements of the Indian community

procedures and need of law enf0rcement,
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and to the Sheriff's Office the cultures, problems, and
needs of the Indian community which have bearing on law
enforcement.
4.

Educate the Indian community concerning the SO's citizen
complaint procedure and assist individuals to utilize
that procedure when they believe it is warranted.

5.

Develop and maintain complete files and records on all
program- activ-ities and cases.

6.

Assist in future planning and development of the LEL
program.

7.

Assist in any other areas related to law enforcement and
the purposes of this program as may be directed by the LEL
Committee.
High school graduation or equivalent.

tive oral and written communication skills.

Maturity.

Effec-

Capacity to

assess complex situations accurately and to maintain personal calm and
objectivi~y

at all times.

Wiilingness to listen well to others.

inclination to rush to judgment.

No

Deep interest in finding the truth,

promoting fairness and justice, and helping resolve difficulties
peacefully through clarification and conciliation.

Clear understand-

ing of local Indian political systems, cultural heritage, and religious
customs, and Public Law 53-280.

This person will be expected to

establish and maintain a positive, ongoing relationship between the
Indian

co~munity

and local law enforcement, and to be respectful of

all people of the community.

Must possess a valid California driver's
;.•;

license and have a means of transportation throughout the region.
!)csirable:

At least one year of training and/or experience

in areas related to law enforcement.
Applicant will be subject to a criminal history background
investigation.
Salary: from $6 to $9 per hour, depending on qualifications
of the individual selected and adequacy of the program's funding.
B.

2~~!~~2-~uidelines.

The following guidelines for the LO are expected to serve
adequately at least in the early months of the program.
emerge for additional or revised procedures,
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difficulties or problems.

The LO may offer suggestions

to the SO which he/she thinks might be helpful in any
investigation.
5.

Assuming the complainant has signed a release as provided
in Part I,

Section 3 of this MOU, the SO will advise the

LO in writing as to the specific officer who is assigned
to the investigation of a particular citizen complaint.
If the LO has any questions or recommendations to the
SO

concernxng~he

case, he/she will promptly contact the

assigned officer on such matters, and the SO will give
due consideration to the points raised.
6.

Two copies of the Sheriff's letter to the citizen complainant advising of the disposition of the case will be sent
to the complainant, together with a notation that the
complainant may wish· to forward one copy to the LO (with
his/her address).

7.

Concerning public gatherings (e.g. near bank or bar at
Hoopa, or Orleans porch) or special events where there
is the possibility of disorder and SO intervention, the
LO will monitor such situations from time to time for the
purpose of observing any disorders and whatever response
the SO makes.

The LO will not become personally involved

in any incident, but if the opportunity arises, and the
senior SO officer on the scene approves, the LO may
endeavor to talk with key persons present, as a conciliator, seeking

reso~ution

of the problem or deescalation

of tension.

The LO will in no way hamper or interfere

p

with overt law enforcement action at the scene if such
becomes necessary.

Any disagreements concerning con-

templated or actual law enforcement action will be discussed privately at the scene or subsequently with senior
officers and/or the Sheriff or his designee.

The LO will

report on all such matters to the LEL Committee and to
the Sheriff.
8.

The LO and members of the LEL Committee may participate
in the SO ridealong program if the Committee so decides.
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that an officer has acted improperly or has failed to perform in accordance with the Department's stated policies and procedures.
The SO's complaint procedure remains essentially the same as set
forth in the 1979 MOU and may be summarized as follows:
The individual in the Klamath-Trinity area who wishes to file
a complaint should come to the Hoopa Substation and fill out
the complaint form,

setting forth all pertinent information

as to the action_s_omplained of.

When the Indian Liaison

Officer program is under way, this Officer (LO), if desired,
may assist or advise the complainant concerning preparation
of the form, and may accompany him/her to the Substation.
If the problem is one which can be resolved quickly and
informally to the satisfaction of all concerned, this will
be done.

(Each such complaint and its disposition will be
Complaints

reported promptly to the Sheriff or Undersheriff.)

not so resolved will be investigated either by the Hoopa Substation commander or the SO's Internal Affairs unit.

This

investigation will be thorough and fully professional, and
will include contacts with the complainant and all available
witnesses.

The officer against whom the complaint is brought

will have nothing to do with conduct of the investigation.
If the complaint involves the Substation commander, the
investigation will be carried out by a higher officer from SO
headquarters.

If the complaint

~nvolves

the Sheriff himself, it

will be turned over to the District Attorney for investigation.
If the complainant's allegatiSns are supported by substantial evidence and are sustained, this finding,

together

with recommendations for discipline and

action,

correc~ive

will be forwarded by the investigating officer or unit to the
Sheriff for final action.

When the Sheriff has acted on such

findings and recommendations he will notify the complainant in
writing of the disposition of the case, providing an extra
copy of his letter to the complainant

toge~her

with a notation

that the complainant may wish to forward a copy to the LO (with
his/her address).
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V.

PUBLIC AND UNDERAGE DRINKING

As stated in the 1979 MOO summary:

"Problem drinkers in public

will be handled by Sheriff's officers as informally as possible,
enlisting the aid of family,

friends, or therapists whenever possible.

New night-time alcohol counseling assistance is urgently needed, along
with strengthened tribal, community, and family initiatives."
Still applicable are the following procedures of the SO as set
down in the main text of the 1979 MOO:

If a

~u~Jicky

socializing crowd is peaceful and there

are no complaints to which the SO feels obliged to respond,
officers will limit themselves to admonishing underage
drinkers or disposing of their liquor and encouraging them
to go home.

If a minor is drunk and is not being taken

home by someone, it is at the officer's discretion to

~1)

warn and take the offender home, or (2) take the offender
home and issue a citation with a subsequent appearance
date at the Probation Department, or (3) arrest and lodge
the offender at Juvenile Hall pending a disposition by
the Probation Department.
Generally, Sheriff's officers are governed, in
handling persons drunk in public, by several important
considerations: whether the person's own safety is in
jeopardy or likely to be; whether he is getting into a
car or about to drive away; or how prone to violence the
particular individual is known to be when drunk.

If a

friend or relative is positively taking the drinker home
until sober, fine.

Otherwise,

f

the officer has deter-

mined that the person is intoxicated, he could be found
legally liable if he failed to detain or remove the
drinker and if injury to anyone resulted.

Generally,

the SO lodges charges against the intoxicated person
only if he is creating a disturbance.

Absent such dis-

turbance, if the drinker is one who is known to have been
through various alcohol abuse programs and still has a
chronic problem, the individual may be arrested and
allowed to "sober up" at the Substation (if open and
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II.

B.

All members of this Department may discharge their

firearms only under the following conditions:
1.

On an approved firearms range or while lawfully
hunting or target practicing.

2.

In the necessary defense from death or serious
injury of another person attacked.

3.

In the necessary defense of himself from death or
serious injury when attacked.

4.

To _effect-an arrest, when all other means have failed,
of a felony suspect when:
a.

The crime for which th.e arrest is sought involved
conduct including the use or threatened use of
deadly force.

b.

There is a substantial risk that the person whpse
arrest is being sought will cause death or serious
bodily harm if his apprehension is delayed.

5.

To kill a dangerous animal or one that is so badly
injured that humanity requires its removal from further
suffering and other disposition is found impractical.

6.

To give an alarm or to call assistance for an important
purpose when no other means can be used, such as in a
search and rescue operation.

7.

Firearms shall be regarded as defensive weapons and
used only when the individual deputy is compelled to
do so by existing circu~stances.
v:

VI II.

NATIVE AMERCIAN CEREMONIAL PLACES AND EVENTS
As earlier agreed,

leaders of the tribes and communities repre-

sented in these talks will keep the Sheriff or commander of the Hoopa
Substation informed concerning the places and events which have special
religious, historical, or cultural significance.

The dates and nature

of major events will be made known to the Sheriff or commander at
Hoopa well in advance and there will be joint discussion of possible
needs for peace officers, on standby or otherwise.
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X.

N~SERVICE

TRAINING 0

SHERIFF'S PERSONNEL

The Sheriff reaffirmed his belief in the need for high-quality
in-service training for his officers, particularly with regard to
stress and crisis mana ement,
the cultures of th

and achievement of full awareness of

communitie

they serve.

tend to restrict training opp rtunities.

Bu

eta

limitations

Among possib e training

resources discussed were Humboldt State University's Native American
studies facul

and BIA's special offi er training corps.

ject is seen by all
tion,
X.

This sub-

ants as warranting high-priority atten-

and will be explored fur her.
OTHER MATTERS
A.

Federal fishing regulations.

As stated in the 1979 MOU, the

Sheriff does not enforce these regu ations.
stances

e is obliged to render

Under certain circum-

imi ed assistance to Federal offi-

cers, but will not house or transport prisoners.
B. Fish camps on the Reservation.

The SO policy remains as

before:
Officers will no

ente

from someone inside;
been inside;

these camps except upon a call

a complaint from someone who has

an action which endangers people outside

(e.g., weapon's fire

or routine investigation of a

particular matter.
The incidence of vandalism is not

C. Hoopa Airport secu ity.
as bad as in 1979, but

ill poses a real problem.

There is still

a need for the combined Indian and nonindian communities, working
with the SO,

to find a solution.

Otherwise,

every fam 1

in the

Klamath-Trinity area faces the danger that in severe medical emergency air ambulance service co ld not operate.
XI.

Amendments may be added at a later date upon consensus of the
signing parties.

XII.

Sheriff Renner and al

repr s nta ives of the Hoopa, Yurok, and

Karok communities of the Klamath-Trini
entered into this agreement,

area

having together

recognize and acknowledge that this Memo-

randum of Understanding will achieve true meaning and fulfillment in
the years ahead only to the extent that it is respected and wholeheartedly implemented by the entire Sheriff s Department and by the
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Native American representatives and their councils and organizations
who are signatories to or ratifiers of this document.

Copies of

this MOU shall be distributed and publicized fully in the Hoopa/Weitchpec/Orleans/Pecwan/Willow Creek areas,

including posting at tribal

and community meeting places and publication in the Klamity Kourier.
Copies shall also be provided to all SO personnel who are serving
or may be called upon to serve in the foregoing areas, and all such
SO personnel shall certify to the Sheriff that they have received
and studied a copy of

~i_S-MOU.

Above all, t?e signatories hereto

-

recognize that the intent and spirit of this document are the heart
of the matter.

This MOU is emphatically not an exercise in semantics.

lt is not a statement of good intentions to be filed and forgotten.
lt is, rather, a solemn and binding contract whereby the parties, in
consideration of their good faith commitments, pledge themselves to
carry out both the letter and spirit of this agreement to the best
of their abilities.

ln the .event of disagreement among any of the parties as to
the adequacy of compliance with this MOU in any particular, the
parties shall promptly endeavor to resolve the difficulty through
joint consultation.

If such efforts fail to achieve mutually satis-

factory resolution of the problem, either party may request the
mediation assistance of the Community Relations Service and/or the
Human Rights Commission of Humboldt County.

Signed this
California:

day of September 1984, at _:J~r1t!t

Humboldt County
iff's Department:

For Hoopa Valley Business
Council:

~~'d~---

c;·, . () ;;' .

.

_(£..:J....Li..::_..;z__a...::~~----

Renner, Sheriff

Elsie G.

For Orleans Karok Council:

-~~-Charlene Martin, Chairperson

•'-' ____ ,

Rick~efs,

?hairperson

For Humboldt County Assn. of
Indians - Pecwan:
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For

Hupa Survival group:

For Weitchpec Community Indian
Assn:

~'-

vdJ.d

Thelma M2'aughliv

WITNESSED:

---------

~

-

Howden, Med~ator
Community Relations Service
u.s. Department of Justice
Ed~ard

V <.: f'l,v--f-,L k. J ~· y c.-

,'f

;_

.,

c. -il

(_

I

)-,

L

) •

l. v.J ........__...

~-y~
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TESTIMONY

of

John F. Duffy
Sheriff
San Diego County Sheriff's Department

before the

California Legislature
Senate Committee on Judiciary

Senator William Lockyer
Chairman

January 22, 1985

Law Enforcement on Indian Land
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SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY
Mr. Chairman and Members of

Committee ...

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before you in
response to your concerns about law enforcement problems on Indian
reservations in this state.

With 19 reservations located within our borders, I believe San
Diego County has more Indian reservations than any other county
in the state.

Since the enactment of Public Law 280 in

early 1950's law en-

forcement jurisdiction on our Indian reservations has rested with
the San Diego County Sheriff's Department.

Over the years my

department has enjoyed a generally good relationship with the various
tribal councils and
within the County.

iness committees of all the reservations
Most of our reservations are in rural areas

of the County and like communities surrounding them, they have
enjoyed a rather low

rate because of low population densities.

A few of our reservations, such as Barona, Viejas, Sycuan, Rincon,
etc., are close to more populated communities.
distinguishable

There has been no

rate or law enforcement

response on any of our reservations from nearby surrounding
communities.

The attached table describes master beats and reporting districts
which encompass our reservat
for service and average

and provides information on calls
e times, as

reservations.
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The eastern half of San Diego County is directly policed by our
Rural Law Enforcement Division, which is headquartered in Julian
and includes smaller subs
communities.

and resident offices in other

It is this division that is in contact with most

of the Indian reservations.

Deputies assigned to this division

live and work in or near the communities they serve.

Additionally,

these deputies receive support from the major Sheriff's stations
when needed, as well as specialized support units which serve all
stations, substations and officers countywide.

These specialized

units include Homicide, Fraud, Arson/Explosives, Narcotics, Vice,
Criminal Intelligence, Crime Lab, Helicopter Support, Search and
Rescue, Juvenile Services, a modern Communications Center with a

full 9-1-1 emergency service, to name a few.

There is no difference in response time, or response mode, on or
off an Indian reservation in San Diego County, from the adjacent
communities which are served by my stations, substations or resident
offices.

Although we have made a strong effort at considerable cost

to improve our service to some of the more isolated reservations and
communities, there remains some hesitancy on the part of some
tribal members to contact the Sheriff's Department and report
criminal activity.

Because of the close association of neighbors

and even family on these reservations, the potential for retaliation
or intimidation is high.

However, we experience the same hesitancy

in residents of the more rural communities to report criminal
activity if committed by their friends or even family.

Even though

this sort of hesitancy appears to be generated by close community
and family relationships, on some reservations our reception by
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the influence

of organized crime and other abuses, the State enacted Penal Code
326.5 to allow narrow exceptions to the prohibition for non-profit
and charitable organizations to raise money for worthwhile charitable
purposes and not for profit.

The essence of the existing problem is that the Ninth Circuit Court
in the Barona Indian decision has maintained that Penal Code 326.5
is a civil/regulatory statute rather than a criminal/prohibitive
statute.

Under that interpretation, the State of California and

local counties lack authority, because of Public Law 280's prohibition on so-called "regulatory land-use" ordinances, la1.vs, etc.

Since the Barona Indian decision, three tribal councils for
reservations in San Diego County (Barona, Rincon, Sycuan) which are
·'-

located near population centers, with easy public access, have
signed long-term contracts with private profit-making corporations
to operate high stakes bingo games, not permitted in any other
part of the county except on Indian reservations.

These unre-

stricted games have lured thousands of people to the Indian reservations and are generating millions of dollars of profit for those
corporations.

The operations are not subject to any control what-

soever and can easily be used for skimming, laundering of illegal
funds and many other activities which are criminal in states,
such as Nevada and New

Jersey~

which maintain State Gaming Com-

missions to regulate legal gambling.

In our state we have the

legal gambling without regulation only on Indian reservations.

As predicted, when the Ninth Circuit Court opened the door, these
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s that it is

the public

interest to allow very, very narrow exceptions to that prohibition
for charitable and non-profit organizations who may not use out·~

side operators and are very carefully controlled in their operations.
That, after all, is the state of the law in every other part of
California except Indian reservations.

In the absence of corrective legislation this year, I urge your
Committee to convene at least a subcommittee to obtain firsthand
knowledge of the potential danger to this state posed by the
expansion of a completely unregulated gambling industry which is
now operating on some Indian reservations

withi~

the state.

Thank you for providing me the opportunity to testify before your
Committee on a subject that is of great concern to law enforcement
throughout the state.

I would be happy to respond to questions.
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SAN DIEGO COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Statistical Summary of Patrol Workload and Activities

'!AbLE 1

In Indian Reservation Areas
For the period of
(7-1-84 Thru 9-30-84)
THIRD QUARTER 1984
Ind~an

Reservation

MB/RD

Calls for
Service
Priority ~n-Priority

Average Response

Arrests

Time

Priority Non-Priority

Felony Misde:nean::Jr

PALA

73-11

0

26

0

28.2

1

2

PAU?I.A

73-12

0

1

0

20

0

0

RINCON

73-06

0

26

0

34.5

2

1

LA JOLLA

73-07

0

14

0

46

0

1

SAN PASQUAL

73-13

0

15

0

58.1

1

1

SANTA YSABEL

70-10

0

3

0

13.7

0

0

LOS COYOTES

70-12

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

INAJA

70-8

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

BARONA

45/43
43-6

1

0

N/A

N/A

i

0

10

0

30.1

CAPITAN GRANDE

H:~4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

VIEJAS

48/47

4

39

17.5

16.7

1

3

SYCUAN

48/45

0

21

16.4

1

0

CUYAPAIPE

72/18

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

MANZANITA

72/17

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

LA POSTA

72-16

0

1

0

30

0

0

CAMPO

72-15

l

8

21

25

2

1

COSMIT

70-09

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

22

38.4

3

3

MESA GRANDE
MISSION RESERVE

70-10/ll
73-10

l

24

N/A = Not Available
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UKIAH SHELTER
ROBERTO A.
GRASSl
AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER

PLANT ROAD

468-4427

FORT BRAGG SHELTER
SOMMERS LANE
964-2718

MENDOCINO
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Division

Control

COURTHOUSE
UKIAH, CALIFORNIA 95482

16, 1985

ff

a219Bs

Senator Barry Keene
California
lature
Senate Committee on
State Capitol
Room 2187
Sacramento, California
Dear Senator Keene:
In lieu of my
verbal test
on behalf of Mendocino
County livestock owners and citizens at the Committee hearing on problems of law enforcement on Indian lands, I respectfully submit the
enclosed accumulation of four years of
to be made a
of the final record address
our concerns with issues of law
enforcement on various Indian reservations and rancherias in Mendocino
County.
Probably the most
aspect of this matter
is the failure of the Indian
to enter into any discussions
the problems of law enforcement ori Indian lands, even inand consequently, resolution of these problems has become
virtually
The context of the attached letters and memoranda addresses
the Corr~ittee hearing
ect matter regarding domestic animal
control enforcement on Indian lands.
I would
a copy of the
presented at this Committee
I remain,

-68

inal transcript covering the
Thanking you in advance,

Pe er

TO.

ROM.

1/3 I 85
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SUBJECT.

nz

HlO'U.1

MENDOCINO COUNTY

Clarification on Enforcement of State/County
Laws as
icable to Mendocino
(Rancherias and Reservations

clarification

We are in need of
urisdiction, r

t and abili.

to

Lands

he Division of Animal Control's

rce Sta

and County laws and regulations

on the numerous Indian rancherias and reservation lands throughout Mendocino
County.

To further compound this problem, there is the pau:hwork of numerous

private ownersh
reservations.

of non-Indian owned land located within these rancherias and
, the enforcement of State and County laws within

Unders

and on these lands, as well as against Indian citizens is virtually impossible,
if not wholly confusing.
Under Penal Code Section 491
dogs are required to be 1

property.

are considered

ensed in Mendocino County (County Ordinance Title 10).
red and

Mendocino County has been

ndemic: area.

rabic

of age must be vac:cina ed

t

ase

o may be t

iculture Code Sec ions 30
Currently ther
b em at the U.

land

dr,J I r

, but

imal

found

n violation shall be

found

unn

al large (Food and

5 and 31 01.

ry

a

ld

and injury of some 75 head of
thnus nds o

rabies.

tilei

continuous dog J predation pro-

rious
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whe
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Memorandum to Peter H. Klein
ect: Clarification on Enforcement of State/County
Dog Control Laws as Applicable to Mendocino County Indian
Lands (Rancherias and Reservations)
January 3, 1985
Two

of the predacious dogs have been shot and killed while c

t in the act

and unfortunately, too many others have and are eluding capture or destruction by withdrawing to the "protection" and "Safety" of the Indian lands,
only to return at another inappropriate time to further their predacious acts.
Witl1out the ability to fully use and employ all control measures available
by law, any relief will be very long in corning.
On other rancherias and

servations, we are experienc

type of jurisdictional situation
un

censed

he

apparent inability to legally

ve

bi

ies)

Control and Health Department personnel's
und, seize or quarantine the errant biting

This latter type of situation can and does have very serious ramifi-

cat ons in
o

Indian-owned", licensed or

biting on oc asians non-Indians (County Sheriff

and the County's Division of Anima

anima .

another

hat the bite victirn(s) would be compelled to go through a series

painful rabies treatmen s unl

ss

ng animal has had a current rabie

va cination and it is

presc ibed period of

en arced quarantine for t
fforts

there is verified proof that the

o resolve these two type

t

under an

Our p st and present

t

itua ions has stalemated.

of

Efforts thus far to maintain an op n line of communication and cooperat

Lngcmcnt and prot<c:c
,])l

1 ;,

Unfortuna elv, the e seems to be a road block of

on has been to no avail.
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1.

Redwood Valley Indian Rancheria

2.

Pinoleville Indian Rancheria

3.

Sherwood Indian Rancheria

4.

Hopland Indian Rancheria

5.

Manchester Indian Rancheria

6.

Point Arena Indian Rancheria

7.

Laytonville Indian Rancheria

8.

Potter Valley Indian Rancheria

9.

Guideville Indian Rancheria

?

10.

Round

Indian Reservation
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LAW OFFICES OF

CALIFORNIA

LEGAL SERVICES
488
We1t Henry

California 95482
ATTORNEYS

707 -462~3825

David J. Rapport
Charles Scott, Jr.

MAIN OFFICE

1736 Frantlin
Oakland, Californi•
415·835-0284

Lester J. Marston
March 20, 1980

Mr. Andy de Grassi
Assistant Director
County Department of Agriculture
57 9 Low Gap Road
Ukiah, California 95482
Dear Mr. de Grassi:
This office has received several calls recently
from members of the Covelo Indian Community on the Round
Valley Indian Reservation, complaining that they have been
cited for violating the county leash law.
One such caller was cited for 3 dogs, only one of
which she owned.
She is a member of the Covelo Indian
Cornrn~nity and lives on a tribal land assignment.
f

The Round Valley Reservation is an Executive Order
Indian Reservation and has a constitution and by-laws adopted
under the Indian
zation Act.
(Act of 1934, 25 U.S.C.
§461-478 (1970) .)
Title to reservation land assigned to
tribal members is held l:Jy the United States government in
trust.
The reservation is "Inaian Country" within the
meaning of 18 U.S.C.
151. That federal statute defines
those areas which are under the exclusive jurisdiction of tl1e
United States or Indian tribes and in whicit the states do not
exercise any jurisdiction.
As you may be aware Congress passed a law in 1953
(P.L. 83-280, 28 u.s.c. §1162) which conferred "civil jurisdiction" witnin Indian Country on the State of California
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March 20, 1980
Page 2

Mr.
de Grassi
Assistant Director
as to
gene

State

of

. that are of

the state .

u

Id . )

San
as this county's
civil
of
, do
Under
s cas
on the Round Val

..

','

the
Rese

leash law does not

In fact even if
law were a state law of general
application it is clear after Bryan v. Itasca County (1976)
426 U.S. 373, 48 L. Ed. 2d 710 at 719 that "civil regulatory
laws" of the state
not apply
PL 280 with
Indian
County, because
grant of
1 j
ction contained in
PL 280 is
ted to
l controvers
aris
between indi~iduals on a reservation
does not
lude
the state's sovere
l
land use,
to grant franch
other words, state
courts have juri
to resolve
state or county
s lack j
s
the conduct of
individual Indians res
tribal government itse
The United States S
distinction as follows:
"Pi

Court explained this

ther as best we can the
history of
,
subsection a) [of PL 280] seems to
have been primarily intended to
redress the lack of adequate Indian
forums for reso
ng private legal
between
Indians and between I
ans and
other private
t zens, by pe
tting the courts of the States to
decide such dis
def i tely the
statutory wording conferring upon
a State jurisdiction over civil
causes of action between Indians
or to which Indians are parties
which arise in .
. Indian
country .
. to he s arne extent
that such tate .
. has
jurisdiction ver other civil
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t4arch 20, 1980
Page 3

Mr. Andy de-Grassi
Assistant Director

causes of action.
th th
as
the primary focus of
(a), the
wording that follows
§4(a)"and those civil laws of such
State . . . that are of general
application to private persons
or private property shall have
the same force and
ct within
such
an country as
have elsewhere
thin the State"
-- authorizes application by the
state courts of their rules of
decision to decide such disputes
cf. 28 usc §1652 ~28 uses §1652].
This construction finds support
in the consistent and uncontradicted references in the legislative history to "permitting"
"State courts to adjudicate civil
controvercies" arising on Indian
reservations, HR Rep No. 848, pp 5,
6 (emphasis added), and the absence
of anything remotely resembling
an intention to confer general
state civil regulatory control
over Indian reservations.
"10. Cf. Israel & Smithson, supra,
8, at 296:
'A fair reading of these two clauses
suggests that Congress never intended
1 laws' to mean the entire
array of state noncriminal laws, but
rather that Congress intended 'civil
laws' to mean those laws which have
to do with
rights and status.
Therefore,
vil laws . . . of
general
ication to private persons
or
vate property' would include
the laws of contract, tort, marriage,
divorce, insanity, descent, etc., but
would not include laws declaring or
implemen
the states' sovereign
powers, such as the power to tax,
grant franchises, etc. These are
not within the fair meaning of
'private' laws."
(Id.)
n

For a more thorough di cussion see two law review articles:
Goldberg, Public Law 2 0: The
ts of State Jurisdiction
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Mr.
de Grassi
Assistant Director
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L.J. 1451 (1974).
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FORT BIDWELL INDIA~

COM)Jl'~JTY COt.;~CIL

P.O. BOX 1:!':'
FORT BJOU'Ell. CA 'Jt,J IZ

October 15, 1984

The Honorable Willie L. Brown. Jr.
Speak r of the Assembly
California Legislature
State Capitol Building, Room 219
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear lir. Brown:
The Fort Bidwell Indian Community Council requests your support in
resolving law enforcement problems on our reservation. As a federally
recognized tribe, we want you to know that Public Law 280 has not
helped us deal with law and order problems on the Fort Bidwell Indian
Reservation. Consequently, we are asking that the state request
retrocession of Public Law 280. We would like the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to provide us with funding to establish a reservation-based
law enforcement program.
Modoc County is unable to provide adequate law enforcement for our
community. However. they are in support of our effort to resume
responsibility over law enforcement matters on the reservation. At
this time, Modoc County is willing to provide matching funds to create
a law enforcement program in our community.
We urge you to support any effort that will assist our tribe to
receive funding for law enforcement on the Fort Bidwell Indian
Reservation. We urge you to support our request to return the
responsibility back to the Federal Government.
Sincerely,

Ralph DeGarmo
Vice-Chairman
Fort Bidwell Indian Comnatnity Council
cc:

Ed Tabor, Indian Justice Liaison
California Council of Governments
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SUSANVILJ.£ INDIAN
I~NCl·IERIP,

Susanville Indian Rancheria
ltraver "U ..
Susanville, CA
96130

( 91'))

257-6262t

October 1, 1981t
'l'he Jlclllornble Willie Brom, Jr.

Speaker of J\ssembly
Californin State Legtslnture
Capitol Building, Room 219
Sacramento, CA 958lb
Dear 1-lr. lJrovn,

'l'his ll"t.t.er is to inform you of :::mr support for J.~t~i:.::lt,it;"n c•~ proj'l!l~r:!l hy the
Californln Council of Tribal Governments, n federall:t Cilnrt.::;·r":d lndi.<>n Consortiwn.
In 1953, F'uhlic J.av 83-200 uof: ennct.cd vhich trnnr.f~•·p:tl ci 'til and t:"dri:"i.nnl
Jurisdiction over re~ervations from t.he fedenl.l p:wF·t·w::'~nt l0 r.r.vend st.ntes,
vbich included California. During thE.' ~~t. t.f'u Y'='"~'!". c·~ • 1 f•,:-;:i.~ 1ndl?~l 1'dbes
havP. er.perienced a vide rangE' or prf.'hlems rE.'.ll"t.i ve t.r cri:aiual just..icE.' and .have
received no assistance from the state agencies.
We Are therefore request.Jnr. legisJatiC'n to '!ithe!· rrcn;ide l'>f>('Cial fu11ding for
reservation programs, .or return this responsibility back Lo t.he federal go~ern

ment.
The State of Ce.Hfornin JII'Ust recC'gnhe nnd respect the sovereign! ty or Indinn
tribes ·and the tmique rela~ionship vbich exists between Indian tribes and t.he
Federal Government. . : .
· · · ."·. ;,.
•·.~:·

f..

·:"!;.:l :.:. --;~:;.t .i·~;~
.
•. :

.,.

~:a~~_2)~,_·4

.J\RrOn Jl. J)lxon
7
Sm:nnvi lle Jndinn Rnnchcda
~·rt bal Chn trman
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LOCATION: ON STATE HWY 162.
ONE MII..E NOP.IH OF COVELO
!N ROUND VALLEY
TRIBAl.. TERRITORY SINCE TIME BEGAN

TRIBAl.. COUNCil.. OFFICE
POST OFFICE BOX 448
COVELO. CALIFORNIA 9~428
PHONE: 707 963·6126

CO l\fl\1UNITY
Confederated Tribes
VALLEY RESERVATION ESTABLISHED 1856

, JR.

219

STATE CAPITAL
SACRAMENTO, CA

SEPTEMBER 7,1984

Dear Mr.
for
Justice
Governments.
resolving
State
California
adequate law inforcement
return the
ibility

Covelo Ind. Comn. Cnc
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Thts letter is to inform you o[ our support for the California
i.mmediatcly provide a set-a- side for justice programs
Indj.1n IP~;c'rv,,tions.

i.r:qJ.sl.-,Lut·c t.o
on

Tlw ~...~oynlc

V<1lley l<escrvation is in the process of establishing
n.1nces for the protection of our natura 1 resources, as
w·.·11 c1:.; o~lJ ct~iminal codes on the reservation. We have experienced
tHIIIIC'rous ll'~.;tict' problems over the years without any form of relief.
1 t is es:;ential that Indi,ln tribes h.1ve cont,·ol, and feel secure
w1th the reservation law r:nforcement, and with the individual respon:-;tblr: fen enforcing these 1Ciws.
r 1 ba i

01·\1 1

In ,1cid i tion to our l<~w enforcement problem we are in desperate
youth related proqrams tn work with the justice systems, and
l•rcvcntion programs for high risk youth. ( Which would include recre<ltion needs).
nc~d

o[

The Sheriff of Mendocino County, Mr. Tim Shea, has expressed
sincere desire to work closely with Indian reservations. However,
with his limited staff he is unable to provide adequate service for
the reservations.
a

We are therefore requesting the State of California to either
fulfill these responsibilities, or return the responsibility to the
federal government.

The State of CaliforniCI must recognize and-respect the sovereignty of Indian tribes and the ~nique relationships which exist between Indian tribes and th0 Pcderal Government.

c~ Scn<~tor Rarry K~cnc
cc Edward W. Tabor
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BOB WILEY
SHERIFF· CORONER
TIIUI'tO-tl IZOel '13:1•41111
C:OV"fT CiVIC CII"TIUI

VlaALIA, C:::AL.IFOitNIA eJ:tel

October 22. 1984

Mr. Edward Tabor
Indian Justice Liaison
California Council of
Tribal Governments
Post Office Drawer 699
Central Valley, CA 96019
Dear Mr. Tabor:
As you knO\V, we have been working with the T•·it-.;,i Cou10'.:d c·~ the
Tule River lndian Reservation for a number of i'Ca!·~ ir. a:a dfo':'t to
enhance Jaw enforcement services on the reserv.-.-;:,n. t·:~•v,. •::d.
four opportunities in the recent past to agree in rri•1dpir- ,,:i.i-. ~~~e
Tribal Council on entering into a cooperative aS;n··••u. :'t :., pro•.- ide
qirect enforcement and crime prevention service:.. The :ll:,::;enc~ of
a separate and reHable funding source has preve-nt'!d "E' f'rt·m :::ccomplishing our mutual objective.

It is important that the State of California recoe.-dz~? that: cr!r~1iual
justice problems on Indian lands are a responsibiJitv of th(> Sta(f.'
County governments are unable to provide the l~(;<::f'<tsary fund:- !nr
the unique problems which exist on our Indiara r.::~servatio:•s. ~t ~s
also important that the State recognize that Trib:- I govc·rnr.:t'nts ::·i;ould
have the authority to enact and enforce, (through -:--ontractural agreements). certain local ordinances which protect thL natural re:;ourccos
on their reservations.
I am convinced that a mutual agreement between the T ribai ·Council
and the County. backed by State funding, will serve to bP.nefit aU
residents and visitors to our County.

You may count on my support for your efforts in this regard.
Yours truly,

.. ,;;;r.;~ ....~...... . ............ .

BQB WILEY, Sherirf-Coronc-

BW:cp
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. -SHASTA COUNTY JUVENILE -JUSTICE ANq'/1~~
DELINQU~NCY PREVENTION COMMISSIO~
SHASTA COUNTY COUR'IHOUSE
1545 West Street
Redding, California 96001
Telephone 246-5681

November 19, 1984
Senator Barry Keene
Chairman of the Senate Committee on Judiciary
State Capitol
Sacramento,

CA

95814

This commission at our last meeting moved as follows:
''The Shasta County JJDP Commission acknowledges the recognized
justice problems among California Indian Tribes.

Our commission

recommends that the State of California seriously commit itself
to providing whatever assistance is necessary to assure California
Indian Tribes financial assistance for criminal justice programs."

Cloyce K. Avey, Chairman
Copy to Assembly Speaker Willie Brown
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':Cll111~ission \o1e1~':.'n11

Victim/Vi!ne~s Of~;cr
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Members Present:
Cloyce Avey, Chairmfrn
Florence Kehoe
Gloria Lopez
Ruth Moore
Patricia Yarbrough
Diane Gerard, Vice Chairman
Ed Tabor
Ga i1 Fineberg
Others Present:
Robert 0. Uidoe, Juvenile Ha11 Su:wr'ntendent
Yetta M. Alexander, Serretary
Themeetingwas called to order at

~2:!S "C'f.'' ':Jy

C"uir"l<Jr:, :·,_., ... ·.,,.,,,

Ruth made the "!Ot'on +_hat t··c ''1inute'; n<' :"f: 'as+ 0.;:;~) ·~
be approvec. ~;t:H~e St:cc:·~ce:c~ t'1e ~~:o:'c•·. '·'Jtion pass<·(:.
II.

& III.

Report of
on October 2.

Co:"l'l\Jn~catic'ls

Cloyce reported he

their inspection of

ard

rece~vr:c a letter
Juven~1e Ha1l

co~ 1 owuo

"'':'.'"~'

~·.,,.~""

on -:uver•''n

from t'Je Yout.h

:·.u':'~or":y re~;•rr_h'!c

Bob stated the hall was graded as being recertHied aN: frJ•Jr'c +:.o ~·e "'n
canpliance. /\+.this :::l'l', :he Corrective 1\ction ?i.:w. he<; ~~~~en •;he'v"l" due
tO the lOW populatiOn at the ha11. 80b Said they wi: 1 L'l< C)d•.::k l\Pt~ r•!V ;~,d
the situation if needP•~.

The ccmmittee on guideiines for inspecting the Juve'11'e !.J,:•'i lh•s "0':.
the guidelines as ye<:. Diane and Pat will h::1o GJi1 cc.~"O!t•o.:e ~··em.

cor:1~.etec

Ga~l

stated Marv Bibbey feels that programs for the hall ML' ce>•·!;l;'!:y one ar·ea
the canmission should take the responsibility to 1ook at.
Cloyce will write a letter to the Youth-Authority re~lilrcinr; the co~'!"'ir,r,'ion's
inspection o:· the Juveni:e Ha~,. · 1 so stating the g•Jidel i'leS ·t~i11 •o1lo·~.
It has cane to Gail's attention that one or rr.ore

attet'lpte~

st.:ic'dt·'> ;•':.

Juvenile Hall have pointed to the need for chan9es and ':. 11e •t~in• :~1!"'; 1 1 nq OVI':'!"'
the lights. Gail wonderee if a smaller mesh r::ight be bet:er. Go~:) sai1.: 'w
would check and see w~L- cou~d be done.
A-85
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State of California
s
t is inappropriate for :nd a
···n111ents.

The counties jt<:t don't.

i
motion
t
CO"""iSSiO'l
the following resolution to '..ii"11ir
Brown
J\ssemb y and r'a rry l(eem,,
1 ···!12n of the Senate Cor~ni ttee or.
Judiciary. "The Shasta Co·Jn.y .;~
,;,;ion ,lcknowledges the recogniZC't, jus~ice
problems among Cali
ia :f"ld-ian ·,~~'11.>5. Uu•· CO!:"" ssion recor·~mends that t~e
State
Cali
uus y ,_
;.,. ;:s,J'• to oroviding wha<:.2ver ;:;.ssis-:;p:c·: ~s
forwa :n';
,·ibe~ •inancial assistance ~·or· c:r;p·:r0:
Ruth
The

..
i

was

at

p .!I'.

tfully submitted,

APP
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llobinson

Rancll~ria

Citizens Council

2000 Mnrct>ni 1\wnue, SuitP. 1\.2

Socranumto, Coli{orr.io 95821
Phone (9 J6) 922-tl536 or 922·t1537

Se~temhPr

19.

l9f.4

ihe Houorabl~? Willie L. Brown, Jr.
s:,eilker of the A~sembly
CJ!i.ro:·tda legislative
~lolP Ca~itol Building. Room 219
5 .:J r. r· .H • :~ n to , Ca l i f o r n i a 95814

AttPnti()n:
r~

Karen Sonoda

e i! r ;.; ~ . So nod a :

• 1 n i s I e t t e r i s to i n f o r m yo u o f o u r s u r' 111. r t
f IJ ;"' i >H ~ l a t i on
,'r0l•r:-:·.ed by l·tr. Ed\o~:Jrd H. Tabor, Indian ju$lic£: L::..itscn. Caiifnrr.iil Cr:uncil of Tribal Governments.

ilt:

lh:"'.!

Our needs are great for reservation ju·.. tlc~ ;.ti·c·q:-.:·;a:;, but we
r:;t(•ived no help from st~te agencies O'd.•r t!1c ye,~rs.

of

lr, ·:onsideration
Public laH 83-280. tilf! SL~r·:• nn1St either
fulifi i I their responsibi J ity by orovidiug finan~1al a~s istance,
o r l •· "" n J f e r t h e r e s p on s i b i I i t y b a c k t o t he : '~ d e r a ! g o v l! ~· nm e n t .

Bernad1nC: Tripp
Triba' fhairrerson
fH; rh

...

O:tooor l, 1911

Govcrnmen ts

Sr:::f:K'One t·:ho tmd':'rstunds

of

th~

cetllFI'JnicL~t ion

·,:ith

furUlcr .SC[.\-J.rl'ltion
justice a'1d r1elinquenc:y
the Stiltc or F~dcrul (bvcrru~nt should
to m-1int:.c1 in U1e dig:1i ty and herikrl':M of no agencies in t..h.is County that
a
:~r
s. Given th~ opt ion o t
Indi.a.-:s or scm.? other no1~-profit group,
\·JOuld Ot:Jt for the oth::!r group,
receive grants f:r:a:t other sources.
should fund the Indian programs

I

regards to the

cope with the problems

Sincerely,

-:)-:t~~ ~ oe__
R. R. Benevedes, Sheriff
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COUNTY OF LAI<E
rrobellon Oopettmenl

DERTIL U. tiCV')VIII

f'•obel•on Ol!·ccr

I I 11 WhO'! Inn W11y
l;~lort•<>ll. C:l'lhlotmft 95-t$3
hlc•~hono

(1071 263·7361

October 9, 1984

Edward Tabor
Indian Justice Liaison
P.O. Box 699
Central Valley, California

96019

Dear Mr. Tabor:

-

This letter is to inform you of a reco;::ni/.0d nceti r~n·
youth re 1 at ed programs for reservations ar.d n.1r.cllcr ~;as

in Lake County.
Over the years. we ha\'E' be~n approached ~·:· l ri b;t \ ·l.~acters
seeking our as~istance in addressing \dde ra;1~E' yonth
prob1Pms.
l'nfortunntel~·. •re hnn~ been nnstWC('.--:sf:tL in
communicatin~ with the Indian youth, nnr' p!:Tc- i ...... ll :w~·ble
to provide funding for n€"·€':1ed rcserc•.ticl; ).:u·or·:·!1q::; b··'-cause or fiscal constraints.

It is e:'\tremelr important :or the Star.;:; of Cal! fr•! ;d a to
re-cogniZE? rescrva t ion just icc problens and !..J he,:~:i n :·roviding reservations with financial assi~.;i..nnr:P.
Additionally, I would de~iritely be intt·I·Pstr:d jn \'.~.>r!.ing
out a mutual agreement of coo~eration v:i tL thr rnnc!wrias
in Lake County.

Very truly yours,

p¢J.

BE •• TI L II. IIOOVER

Chief Probation Officer
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SUSANVILLE INDIAN

IU\NCI -IERI/-\

i

Indian llsncheria

Susanville, CA

( 91'))

257-626q

e Will
Brovn,
Speaker of Assembly
n Stote Legtsla
lldtng, Room 219
CA 958lb

1'he

Dear J.ir.
t for J"'t:i::_.·;t,i~q <•!': pror'':>:ol hy the
Call fornin Council of Tribal Goverument.s, a federnll:' CiJart:r~-d lnd.i.n.r• Consorti wn.

s 1

In 1

t.er h;

3,

in

ic J.o.v

Jnr

f\3-?00

~nnc:t.cd

\.''IS

11hich trnn:.f!'n •:d ci dl and r-rJ.r.:innl

ictJ on over re:.ervfl t:l ons from t.h£> r~d<?l"rll f."'\·~·!·p::'·nl. tr, r.r.·:e1·H1 s t.ntes,
l
ed
li
• During
f\,St. t.~n Jf':>!'<':. c~~:; fn:-;:b lr:d.t:·~r Tz·ibes
vhJcb
a vide nwge of
rt:>J:-Jt.i ve t.r cr1::rir,~l ju5t..icc and have
ass
the s
$ fl"ci a 1 fund j ng for
back to the federal go~ern-

fore

Ung
programs, .or re

The

Stnte of Cali
be's

Federal

must
rela~ionshlp

..
·~

•

•

••

1-e nnd respect the sovereign! ty of Indinn
vhich exists betveen Indian tribes nnd the

~~< .£. •

~

. ~:- f.

Sincerely,.

A-

0

~tOL>OC COUNlY PHOBAliON L>EPAHl MENT

. lfl':"!'l\ L'!MIIIC"
(;-f~ef- ()tliUf

2U I S. Cnurl Slrt"P.I · 1\lh!ff"IS. Clllilorlli.o t.l610 l
Phone (916)
1(,

\-11 i iJII

J()

JAI<If!f, a - ·
AltitlafOt ,.,,...,_ c,..,_ ..

fT MA 'i C ONC EfW:

In !'"E'Sfl.')nne to on e~presRed need of the Northern California
Tr a i r- i • •··J 0 f r i c e r s Ass o c i <t t i or' , A co a 1 i t i o 11 o f 3 l co r r e c t i on s
and pr,..IH•Lion departments, the H(1doc Countr lnclifln Henlth
P r o .J e t· ~ . I nco r p n r a t e d a n d t he t·l o doc Co u n t y P r o h a t i on Dcpa r t mI'! n l
a r e cl e ~ \ q rd n g an 8 h o u r c 1 n s s on Na ti v e Am e r i can ClJ J t u r e t o be
s t; b ru H ; ,.. •: f o r c e r ti f i c o ti on by the 8 o a r d o f Co r r c c t i on s •
1 " i s i n I .v· mo ti v e a n d p r a c t i c a I c 1 n r. s i s n n a t t e ,, p t t o a s s i s t
c a =- r H (: r k ~-· r s "''' o have ex p r e s s c d n p P r s i s t i ''9 r r t' !': t r n t i on i n
u;.:!Pr::l · ·,oing and •·1orking effectively \'dthin the Indian
C£Wii·'JI• l t y.
!1t:Sp!'!clft•lly,

\

/)

' . ·.·. . . ! (

..1 811115

• •
J\

I! l· l. s

.Assu:t;F't Probation Officer
\11odbc Ccunt y
............... /

JI\R:jcm
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Y PHOUI\TION UEPAIHMENT

..

Ctllifuml.'"'l 9G 1U 1

J411U' ~>t~'<
' ... ~, ...,_,~~Of!~<:.-

233 3716

Se;>le

er 6,

1984

1 have re ent.ly met ·r~it
Ed o
r
f the Cal!fpzn;.a fnt.~n;-il of
Tribal Governments to learn <' ut. his prnposa'! rol•tcrn.i:,~~ !:he
dcvel
nt of a mutu(li <HJreP.menl of cooperati~Jn betveen JiJcal
c o u n t y j us t i c e a g P n c .i e s a n d t h c f o r t B i
e 1 1 ! r. :'! .i en 1 h t• .;; •: r v a ti on
in matters pertaining to cri inal justice.

I t a k e t hi s o p p o r t u n i t y t o ex p r c s s o u r sup r o d. :1 n d
i n en d.e a v o r s de s i g n e d t o e n II an c e e r fcc t i v c n e ~: $ \H .-:l
in probation related matters on the rescrvat~tH•.

Respectfully,

/

~-/J&u_~
Otr s • ) Re ~ k y l •
r i k
Chief Pr ation Officer
County
O:jcm
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~ n 1'!• c .- :-. !. .i
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JAMES J. KOlESAR
Chk!f ll'tobdon Olllcer

GUY A. BISHOP
J~n~e"IIG! lhiii.,MI&INI

DII!KBIY I"IOIUillofl

COUNTY OF
PROBATION DEPARTMENT
Post OUice Box 300
Ukiah. Ca!Uornia 95482

October 23, 1984

Mr

Indian Justice
ison
California Council
1372A South State Street
Ukiah, CA 95482

1

Dear Mr. Tabor:

S
our bri
I
a little more about
Law #83-280.
It is, indeed,
tunate that P. L. #280
financial support
for criminal justice
rams.
I believe your pursuit
needs assessment
assured of my

s

to conduct a
and you may be

JJK:rh
cc: file

Juvenile Division

0 585low Gap Road
Ukiah. CA 95482
(707) 463-4274

Coaslai
0 363 North
Streel
Fl.
CA 95437
(707) 964-6975
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lonurable ivi I

Dear Mr. Browt1 :

Of our Sll['!Ort-

for-

l~"ql

l IJ

dtion

ciS

Trib.:1l Governuellts, a Fc'tlf'l<illy Charten...xl
wns C'!l<""lcted wldcl tr.1nsferrcd
<JOVenlln'llt to

t ton yeilrs, l'.1 ! i
PillS

<"""~tLVf'

lo

Cl.;llll..H.":!l

.!gE'J lC lCS.
l<"""~t

thvr prov1d1.'
for
...,.
this resp:msibility h.1ck to the Fcueral O:wernnent. :~
to

'l:·

The State of ca.li fon1ia must

<liKI rc·•;f'<.X;t t·lle :.)..JVere

the unique rela

exi..st~;

Governnent.

cc:

01:

file
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TRISAL COUNCIL. OFI'ICE

LOC ... TION: ON STATE IIWV U\2,

POST OF !'"ICE OOX 448

ONE: MILE NORTH Of' COVELO

COVF.LO. CALIFORNI" 9!1<\28

IN ROUNO VALLEY

PHONE: 707 983·61£&

TRIBAL. TERRITOilY SINCE TIME BEGAN

C 0 \T I i~ L () I N I ) l1 \ N ( ~ ( ) 1\ll\'l l TN l
A Sovereign Nation of Confccleratc.cl
ROUNO V•\LLEY RcSEf!VI\TION ESTABLISHED 1856

October 16, 1984

Tim Shea, Sheriff
County of Heudocino

951 Low Gap Hoad
Ukiah, California

95482

Dear Sheriff Shea:
\-k are very plec.s~d to heat· or you::r: concnern for our crnrnunity and
the interest you have Pxpr~·s:;ed to Hr. Edr.·nrd Tabor in establishing a
mutual agreement of C<Y)p·.:.cad_or, ~-:::i • 1: our reservation regarding criminal
justice.

It is our tmdcn: l:."lnci i.Lg ~'D'_:·r d:·~:-·; ::-trnent has e..'Cpressed the need
the cmrm.tnity to hettq tr.-;•Je'!:'r:::_:nc-1 th<? responsibilities and procedures
of the sheriff's depCJYbnent:. ~·:e nlso .feel this is very important.

At the sa:rne thnE, H is in~nr:t;J!··r for you to understand the problems our ccmmmity r::··:periETlced v;if:h David, Houts, past resident deputy
sheriff in Covelo. He lbuts did Pt::::re to alienate the Indian cmm..mity
with his prejudice att.Hntde th::m t·:> properly serve your department.
On several occasi<Y1S, Hr. fbuts Cet'_!;,:.d such anger within the
ccmmmity, a killing co11ld have e.'3."i!.Y taken place. Had this
our coomunity 'IMJUld have ~en th·~ o1w to suffer since Hr. }buts ¥.ure
the badge.
In order for relations to impra~e. it is esstential the
deputy sheriff have a positive at:l:itwte tow:rrd our caununity.
We could not .md KQ!Jl d not tolerate David Houts returning as
resident deputy sheriff, or anyone 'Iilith a similar attitude.

Again, tve look fonnrd to to10rking with your department and

we have not offended or anbarrased you with our sincerity.
Sincerely,

~~~~
fu~
Lincoln, PrPsident
Covelo Indian Ccmnunity

DL:mf
A-95

